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INTRODUCTION 
The evolution of vernacular farmhouse types (1900-1930) generally 
paralleled that of urban/suburban vernacular domestic architecture of 
the same time period. Beginning around 1870, the industrialization of 
American manufacturing processes made a common building vocabulary 
available to urban and rural builders alike, so that on the exterior 
there were many similarities among dwellings, regardless of their 
1 . 1 ocatlons. From 1900 to 1930, rural vernacular structures built by 
builders and/or patterned after designs published in builder's or agri-
cultural journals vastly outnumbered high-styled, site-specific struc-
tures designed by architects. However, despite similarities in exterior 
appearances which resulted from the use of common building materials 
and ornamentation, and the subsequent compositions which resulted from 
the placement of openings and these materials, farmhouse interior con-
figurations often differed from their urban counterparts, due to the 
unique spatial requirements for houses in rural areas. 
In this thesis, I proposed to show that these interior differences 
may be primarily attributed to a national movement which promoted 
domestic architectural reform. In addition to ever-increasing deve10p-
ments in the building technologies, the turn-of-the-century also saw 
an increasing awareness of the "condition" of housing, culminating in 
the formation of a movement directed at improving the home environment. 
Healthfulness, economy, and efficiency were the basis of the "housing 
reform movement" which officially began in the last decade of the 
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nineteenth century and drove the design of popular houses toward 
modernization. Calling themselves progressive, men and women of the 
time often began ambitious reform campaigns to improve housing condi-
tions for all persons and, in particular, to create an efficient work 
place for the housewife. 2 Because of the overwhelming lack of modern 
conveniences in the farm home, and because so many of the reformers were 
home economists at land-grant universities, the reform movement produced 
a great deal of information specifically directed at the planning of 
farmhouses. This information was primarily disseminated through 
writings in monthly publications and extension bulletins and through 
the information presented to special organizations. 
The extent to which the activities of the housing reform movement 
impacted the reform of proposed farmhouse interiors has not been previ-
ously established, although the quantity of historic reform literature 
which specifically addressed rural conditions and their proposed 
improvement clearly indicates an attempt at influence. With this in 
mind, the objectives of this research are: 
1. To identify and describe the condition of farmhouses during 
the period 1900-1930 through the use of historic literature. 
This literature includes governmental surveys of agricultural 
areas, private inquiries, information about farmhouses which 
was gathered by certain popular serials of the time, and the 
discussions of the condition of farmhouses found in the 
published proceedings of the meetings of reform-oriented 
organizations. 
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2. To identify the development of the housing reform movement: 
its messages, the methods used to transmit its messages, and 
the recipients of the messages. Because of the rural focus 
of this research, the aspects of the housing reform movement 
which addressed the issue of farmhouse reform will be particu-
larly discussed. 
3. To analyze the design and interior spatial organizations of 
proposed vernacular farmhouses from the period 1900-1930 
through a content analysis of the primary historic serials 
which contained published farmhouse designs. The extent to 
which the housing reform movement's recommendations on 
farmhouse design were exhibited in the farmhouse plans is to 
be identified. A collection of proposed farmhouse plans will 
be used as a sample survey of rural dwellings. 
Methodology 
This research is based on historic literature as a direct reflec-
tion of the time period 1900-1930 and its depiction of social develop-
ment and domestic design. Published literature is the only major source 
of documentation for the beliefs and activities of the housing 
reformers. Although a great deal of the reform information was 
delivered verbally, it is possible to document the major points of the 
movement through the use of historic transcripts, articles, and books. 
Published floor plans and design details provide a likewise concise 
sample of early twentieth century farmhouses which would be otherwise 
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unavailable, due to the lack of extant unaltered examples and the geo-
graphic difficulties of a nation-wide survey. 
The analytical approach utilized for the purpose of determining 
the correlation between the messages of the housing reform movement and 
farmhouse design is the content analysis of historic literature. The 
housing reform movement's postulations about the modernization of rural 
housing shall be identified through the use of the writings of and about 
the reformers. From this, a checklist of standards for the design of 
farmhouses shall be derived and applied to historic farmhouse plans 
which were published between 1900 and 1930. 
The literature associated with the housing reform movement consists 
of many primary and secondary sources. Its theories were first 
published in domestic treatises and then gradually spread through a more 
diverse network of publications. For the purposes of this research, 
three general types of primary sources will be used: home economics 
documents primarily consisting of transcripts, extension bulletins, and 
journal articles; written transcripts from the meetings of reform 
groups; and published articles and editorials from popular women's 
magazines. The contemporary works of social housing historians often 
include the cause of the reformers, although the specific application 
of this information to rural areas is rarely addressed. Published 
articles and books by the researchers of housing history will be used 
to provide a general overview of the movement, while specifics concern-
ing the rural aspects of the movement will be derived from historic 
literature. 
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From this survey, specific standards for the design of farmhouses 
will be identified and described. Following the determination of a 
comprehensive statement of reform recommendations for farmhouse designs, 
this list will be limited only to factors which can be determined 
through the analysis of a published plan. Therefore, aspects of design 
such as structural orientation and the treatment of floor, wall, and 
ceiling surfaces, which can only be determined by analyzing extant 
structures, shall be excluded from the list of standards. Also excluded 
shall be information pertaining to the exterior design of farmhouses, 
due to the interior focus of this research. Instead, the list of reform 
standards will focus only on spatial allocation and the relationships 
between spaces. 
All vernacular farmhouse types found in the historic journals shall 
be subject to analysis, although exception will be given to farmhouse 
plans which were directly produced by the housing reformers themselves. 
For this research, "farmhouse" shall be defined as the residence of a 
person or persons who make their living directly through agriculture, 
thereby giving exception to dwellings identified as "country houses," 
which were designed to house persons who desired to live in the country 
but did not have an agricultural occupation. 
The data resulting from the analysis of the proposed farmhouses 
shall be used to determine the level to which the housing reformer's 
recommendations correlate with the designs proposed and published in 
historic journals. Analysis will be made in terms of the date the 
design was proposed so that the time period when the movement's message 
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influenced design most strongly may be ascertained. Also, the areas 
of the farm home will be analyzed separately to determine whether an 
emphasis was given to the reform of specific types of spaces by persons 
designing farmhouses. 
Identification of the Conditions of Farmhouses (1900-1930) 
In order to understand the basis for the housing reformer's 
interest in improving the farmhouse interiors, it is well to establish 
the condition of farmhouses during the time period of 1900-1930 when 
the movement was most active. Generally, the farmhouse of the early 
twentieth century lacked most modern conveniences such as plumbing, 
heating, and electricity which were usually found in urban housing. 
This "rural condition" can be documented through the analysis of several 
surveys of farmhouses which were conducted in the first half of the 
twentieth century. Before 1930, small-scaled investigations into the 
status of the farmhouse and the farm woman were conducted by groups of 
reformers, although this information was not often published in great 
·detail. As determined by this research, the first full-scale nation-
wide survey of farmhouses was conducted in conjunction with the 1920 
agricultural census, which included selected data about the conditions 
of farmhouses to document the almost complete lack of modern 
conveniences. 3 The 1930 agricultural census followed up with a similar 
inquiry, although only a rough estimate for the actual number of farm-
houses can be derived from the census information because it documented 
the number of farms instead of occupied residences. The federal 
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Committee on Farm and Village Housing also conducted a survey of housing 
conditions on farms between 1930 and 1932. 4 A more detailed national 
farm-housing survey was conducted by the Bureau of Home Economics in 
cooperation with the Bureau of Agricultural Engineering, the Extension 
Service, and the Office of the Secretary during January and February 
of 1934. 5 The Agricultural Census of 1935 included a national count 
of farmhouses but did not include some of the specifics about their 
condition that were found in the 1930 census. Chronologically, docu-
mented cases of farmhouse surveys span the time period as follows: 
The earliest large-scale investigation into the housing conditions 
of farmers identified by this research occurred in 1909, when the 
woman's journal Good Housekeeping organized a national inquiry as a 
showing of their disapproval of President Theodore Roosevelt's Country 
Life Commission. In the January 1909 issue, an objection was raised 
by housing reformer Charlotte Perkins Gilman to the fact that no women 
were included on the Country Life Commission. In response, Good House-
keeping proposed a National Farm Home Inquiry in cooperation with 
1 "1 1 bl" " 6 severa agrlcu tura pu lcatlons. By publishing information about 
the inquiry in these various journals, the investigation had the pot en-
tial of reaching up to 675,000 farm families (the total of their 
subscriptions). However, results of this study were not published in 
Good Housekeeping. In July 1909, it was announced that the data 
received would be used by the state or branch federations of the General 
Federation of Women's Clubs to address deficiencies in rural conditions 
at state-wide levels. It was also noted in the July 1909 issue that 
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the Good Housekeeping Farm Home Inquiry derived added importance from 
the fact that the "returns" from the Country Life Commission's Rural 
Inquiry were not being used because of a lack of funding for their 
bl . . 7 pu l.catl.on. 
The information provided from the 1920 census first officially con-
firmed what was believed of rural living conditions. Only 10% of the 
farmhouses surveyed had water piped directly into them. Seven percent 
were lit by gas or electric lights. Contrastingly, 30.7% had automo-
8 biles and 38.7% had telephones. 
Also in 1920, county home economics agents from the Department of 
Agriculture surveyed over 10,000 rural homes in 33 northern and western 
states. Overall, this survey showed that less than 25% of the farm-
houses were equipped with electricity and running water, and that only 
a small group of farm housekeepers were provided with the labor-saving 
devices that were common in urban and suburban homes. In addition to 
asking for information about the physical conditions of the farmhouse, 
this survey also included questions about the working conditions of farm 
women. It was found that the woman on the farm worked an average of 
13.25 hours per day in the summer, and that only 12% of the women who 
responded reported taking a vacation during the last year.9 The higher 
percentage of homes with electricity and water documented by this survey 
can be attributed to the fact that farm women with adequate educational 
backgrounds and time to fill out the questionnaire were probably from 
a more favorable area. 
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The increase in farm home improvements was not necessarily 
reflected in the summary of the next nation-wide investigation, reported 
in Successful Farming. In 1926, the General Federation of Women's Clubs 
surveyed 40,000 farm homes in 642 counties in 46 states. The survey 
was distributed by County Home Demonstration agents, Farm Bureaus, and 
Granges. Although 33% of the farmhouses surveyed in the Farm Home 
Equipment Survey had water piped to their kitchen sinks, the increase 
in the number of homes with electric power was less (27%), and over half 
of the farmhouses were still lighted with kerosene lamps. It was also 
noted that only one-fifth of the houses with electricity used it to do 
laundry. Similarly, 80% of all farmhouses contained sewing machines, 
although only 2% used machines with electric motors. Eighty percent 
of the farmers owned automobiles and 57% had te1ephones. 10 
Between 1930 and 1932, the Committee on Farm and Village Housing 
conducted research and published a report on the state of farmhouses 
in the United States. Information was gathered on a total of 2,162 
farmhouses representing all regions of the country. Statistics for the 
age and size of farm dwellings were included in addition to data on 
their level of modernization. According to the survey, houses in the 
New England area were the oldest, with 42% of them constructed before 
1850. Houses of the Great Plains regions were the newest, with over 
half of them constructed after 1910. With regard to size, more than 
half of the houses in the northern half of the country were at least 
two stories tall, while the majority of the southern rural houses were 
10 
one story in height. In general, the largest houses were located in 
the part of the country where the housing stock was the oldest. Houses 
in the New England area averaged over 8 rooms, while only 5.1 rooms were 
f d · h f h f h G PI . . 11 oun ln t e average arm ouse 0 t e reat alns reglon. 
As to the state of repair of the farmhouses and their level of 
modernization, the overall information gathered in the survey was 
remarkably lower than data formulated by the earlier surveys. Over half 
of the houses in the Appalachian-Ozark Highlands and Great Plains 
regions were considered to be in poor repair, while over half of the 
houses in the New England, Central East, Corn Belt, Great Basin, and 
Pacific Northwest were evaluated to be in good repair. Good repair was 
defined as having been recently painted and in good general upkeep. 
The regional results of the survey supported the view that the 
level of modernization in a farmhouse was directly related to its 
location. Nationally, less than one out of seven farmhouses was lighted 
by electricity according to the survey, although over 50% were 
electrified in areas near urban centers or where farms were irrigated. 
Less than 25% of all farmhouses were electrified in the Corn Belt, 
Cotton Belt, Great Plains, and Great Basin areas. The number of 
farmhouses having water piped directly to them also was related to 
locale. Nationally, the proportion of farm families with plumbing was 
less than one out of six, although farmhouses with plumbing were more 
commonly found in hilly areas. The presence of bathtubs and indoor 
toilets was largely dependent on the presence of plumbing, although 
sinks were normally found without the presence of running water. 
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Although the number of farmhouses with plumbing was greater than those 
. hI" hI' 12 Wlt e ectr1c1ty, t e two systems were common y co-ex1stent. 
The Agricultural Census of 1930 documented an even lower percent-
age of farmhouses which had been modernized in terms of plumbing and 
electricity. Only 13.4% of all farmhouses had electric lights in the 
census and 15.8% had piped water, although only 8.4% of the farmhouses 
had water piped to a bathroom. 13 
A farm-housing survey was conducted by the Bureau of Home Economics 
in 1934 through a house-to-house canvass of all farmhouses in selected 
rural counties. It was designed to measure the potential demand for 
improved home facilities on farms. In all, 595,855 rural dwellings were 
surveyed, or 8.6% of all occupied farmhouses. 
Again, age and physical size were documented in addition to the 
measures of modernization which were made by the surveyors. Although 
not broken down by regions, over half of the farmhouses were constructed 
before 1910 (36% were constructed between 1885 and 1909, and 19% were 
constructed before 1884); 30% were constructed between 1910 and 1924, 
while only 15% were constructed after 1925. Fifty-six percent of the 
surveyed farmhouses had only one story, and 43.8% were more than one 
story in height. The average farmhouse had 5.4 rooms, with only 1.4 
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closets, and only 14.5% of the farmhouses surveyed had bathrooms. 
With regard to the inclusion of plumbing, over one-fourth of the 
farmhouses had a kitchen sink with a drain. Eight and one-half percent 
had flush toilets. Bathtubs were recorded in 11.2% of the farmhouses, 
12 
while only 7.7% of the houses were equipped with both hot and cold 
15 
water. 
Farmhouses with either a home electric plant or a power line num-
bered nearly 18%, although only 2.4% of the farmhouses refrigerated with 
a mechanical refrigerator. Farmhouses refrigerated with ice in 22.7% 
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of the sample. 
Ray Lyman Wilbur speculated in the foreword to the committee's pub-
lished report that the condition of farmhouses occurred out of habit 
instead of poverty. This view, expressed by many of the reformers, was 
supported by statistics which reflected a high percentage of farmers 
who own automobiles. Wilbur continued to speculate that at the lower 
standard of rural housing there were "long-established home habits and 
a good deal of mental inertia," partially due to the fact that the 
farmer was more isolated and less affected by the standards of his 
. hb 17 nelg ors. 
Summary 
The documented primitive living conditions of most rural housing 
clearly illustrate why farmhouses were a potential concern of housing 
reformers. The lack of plumbing and electricity in farmhouses resulted 
in questionable health conditions for the farm family and unsatisfac-
tory work conditions for the woman of the farm. The fact that conscious 
efforts were made during this time period to document these conditions 
demonstrated the specific interest of various groups in rural housing 
13 
and suggested to the author the possibility of identifying a rural divi-
sion of the housing reform movement. Also suggested was the possibility 
for defining design standards for farmhouses, which were developed by 
reformers to improve the conditions documented by these studies. The 
following table summarizes the status of farm housing as depicted by 
the surveys of the 1920s and 30s. 
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Table 1. Summary of farmhouse conditions as documented by various 
surveys 
Convenience 1920 1920 1926 1930 1930 1934 
Plumbing 
Water piped to 
house lOa 24 33 18.3 17 17.1 
Kitchen sink 52 28.4 
Flush toilet 7 
Bathtub 19 10.5 11.2 
Lighting 
Kerosene >50 
Gas 3 2.7 
Electric 7 21 27 16.1 <25 17.8 
Laundry 
Washing machine 
(electric) 67 20 
Washing machine 
(manual) 33 22 
Electric iron 28 21 
Gas iron 7 
Sewing machine 
(treadle) 80 
Sewing machine 
(electric) 2 
Sewing machine 
(either) 95 
Others 
Automobile 30.7 73 80 
Telephone 38.7 85 57 
Radios 44 
Refrigeration 
(mechanical) 22.7 
Refrigeration 
(ice) 2.4 
aFo l.gures given in percentages. 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
The content analysis of historic literature is the basis for this 
research on the housing reform movement's influence on proposed 
farmhouse design. To accomplish the research, two categories of 
literature on the topic of domestic architectural design have been 
identified and reviewed: publications which promoted proposed rural 
domestic designs to farmers and rural builders, and publications which 
reflected the views of housing reformers on rural domestic design. At 
the turn of the century, many kinds of publications dealt with the topic 
of domestic architecture, including professional architectural and engi-
neering journals and books, builder's journals, women's journals, 
domestic science textbooks and publications, and housekeeping guides. 
Information specifically directed at the rural dwelling was included 
in all of these sources. In general, the common aesthetic position of 
all of these publications during this time period called for the 
simplification of dwellings by changing their appearance, the technology 
that equipped them, and the dwellings' relationship to their neighbors. 1 
It is the accessibility of a large quantity of manuals and magazines, 
as well as the availability of standardized building components that 
gave control over the design and building of a house to local builders 
and homeowners. This theme of seeking improvement through an access 
to information and mass-produced materials had a major impact on 
Americans in the early 1900s. 2 
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Of all types of available publications, magazines may have had the 
most widespread effect on the general public. This may be due, in part, 
to the fact that the magazine was assembled more carefully than the 
daily newspaper, and was more timely than the book. Also, the postal 
act of March 3, 1879, gave second-class mailing privileges to magazines 
"originated and published for the dissemination of information of a 
public character, or devoted to literature, the sciences, arts, or some 
special industry," causing the number of monthly magazines to increase 
from 280 to 1800 during the time period 1860-1900. 3 
Farmhouse Design 
Specific information about rural domestic architecture is found 
most prominently in two general types of monthly publications: the pro-
fessional builder's journal and the agricultural journal. The methods 
of presentation for farmhouse plans varied, although there were common-
alities among the journals. With few exceptions, a minimum of a floor 
plan, a perspective drawing or photograph of the actual structure, and 
a written description were presented for each farmhouse published. 
Occasionally, other information such as front and side elevations, con-
struction details, and specifications was provided. However, farmhouses 
published in builder's journals were more likely to include this addi-
tional information than were designs found in agricultural journals. 
The providers of farmhouse designs to these journals also varied. 
Some were designed by architects on the journal's staff. Others were 
designed by architects who were not actual staff members, although plans 
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for the designs were sold through the journals. Still others were 
submitted by builders, contractors, and the journal's subscribers. 
Occasionally, the winning entries from competitions sponsored by the 
journal or an outside source were included. Examples of these methods 
of presentation and their various providers can be found in Appendix 1. 
Builder's journals 
Professional builder's journals, published for the most part in 
New York and Chicago, presented all aspects of domestic architecture, 
including site, form, the commercial market, standardization, building 
type, aesthetic treatments, and technical details. Carpentry and Build-
ing (later Building Age), which was published in New York, circulated 
material directly aimed at the rural builder from its inception. Plans 
submitted by readers, builders, and architects were published. 
Competitions for outstanding farmhouse designs were sponsored. 
Information promoting the installation of plumbing equipment was 
included. All in all, the plans for 19 farmhouses were published in 
Carpentry and BUilding/Building Age from 1901-1929. 
The largest volume of information relating to farmhouse design in 
a builder's journal, as identified by this research, was published in 
American Carpenter and Builder (later American Builder), which was 
edited and published by William Radford in Chicago. It introduced a 
wide range of information about rural vernacular architecture to 
builders through plans and articles. All types of farmstead architec-
ture were promoted by the magazine, including barns, granaries, corn 
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cribs, and, of course, farmhouses. From 1900 to 1910, the journal's 
emphasis was primarily on products and building technology although a 
few plans were published in each issue. However, little attention was 
given to rural domestic architecture. During the second decade of this 
century, more than 30 designs were published for the land-owning farmer 
and tenant housing. Plans which were recommended by the Department of 
Agriculture and prize-winning designs from variously sponsored competi-
tions were also occasionally published. The largest concentration of 
farmhouse plans appeared in the journal during this decade, possibly 
because American Builder reported on and endorsed a change in emphasis 
toward rural building during and after World War I. Farmhouse plans 
continued to appear early in the period 1920 to 1929, although a shift 
in attention away from rural design to small house and picturesque cot-
tage designs occurred during this decade. Also, American Builder's 
monthly "Woman and the Home" column occasionally featured the farm home 
and rural women early in this decade. 
Agricultural journals 
Regardless of his economic position, the farmer always had many 
low-priced agricultural journals available to him. In generalized or 
specialized format, well over a thousand periodicals dealing with rural 
life and industry may have been published between the years 1885 and 
1905. Supported mostly by advertising receipts, the number of state 
and regional papers and national agricultural publications increased 
50% from 1885 to 1905, according to the Ayer directory.4 
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Because of the variations among agricultural conditions on the 
various regions of the United States, state and regional periodicals 
had greater prominence and inhibited the development of farm journals 
of national importance with few exceptions. The most important regional 
journals that developed during the first decades of the twentieth 
century began in the western and southern regions. Wallace's Farmer, 
which began in 1894 when Henry Wallace joined Farm and Dairy and changed 
its name, was a dominant journal in the midwest. While a few articles 
discussing rural domestic architecture were included between 1900 and 
1930, only a few floor plans with elevations and details were published. 
A series of articles entitled "Fixing Up the Farm House" was featured 
in the last half of the 1920s, which focused on the remodeling and 
modernization of existing farmhouses. 
Successful Farming, an agricultural journal which was founded by 
Edwin T. Meredith in Des Moines, Iowa, in 1902, had a very large 
circulation over a wide area. A farmhouse floor plan was first featured 
in 1911, and several followed. Few floor plans were given between 1915 
and 1920, while emphasis was placed on the design of improved 
outbuildings. 
The majority of the house plans published in Successful Farming 
appeared between 1923 and 1927, when men and women submitted what they 
considered to be exemplary farmhouse designs. Architect J. B. Gordon 
had several plans published during the 1920s. Complete sets of the 
plans were made available to readers for a nominal fee. Architect J. H. 
Hawkins also contributed several farmhouse designs to the publication. 5 
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The influence of agricultural journals on rural readers was best 
summarized in the 1935 published report by the Committee on Farm and 
Village Housing. According to the report, the circulation in 1930 of 
agricultural publications belonging to the Audit Bureau of Circulation 
reached 16,287,136 among approximately six million farm families. A 
survey of these publications by the committee revealed a devotion to 
the improvement of rural housing conditions by the agricultural press, 
through the provision of "inspirational and practical materials" to 
their readers. 6 
Other agricultural sources 
In addition to monthly journals, other types of historic publica-
tions also addressed farmers on the topic of farmhouse design. Many 
books on the general design of farm buildings were published after the 
turn of the century, and often a chapter on farmhouse planning was 
included. The authors of these works were often. professors of agricul-
ture or agricultural engineering at midwestern land-grant universities. 
Farm Structures by K. J. T. Ekblaw (1914), The Farmstead by Isaac 
Phillips Roberts (1914), and Farm Buildings by W. A. Foster and Deane 
G. Carter (1922) are particularly of note in their attention to effi-
cient farmhouse planning, the exterior appearance of the farmhouse, and 
its relationship to the other buildings comprising the farmstead. 
Of note, also, is a booklet entitled Farm Buildings by W. E. 
Frudden (1916) of Charles City, Iowa. The information in this booklet 
is directed at both the farmer and the rural contractor. Frudden 
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contended that the quality of the farmhouse was directly related to the 
level of success of the farm and the level of mental and physical 
character of the occupants. 
The Housing Reform Movement 
Although much of the information generated by the housing reform 
movement was delivered verbally to groups of rural women and other 
reformers, many published sources provide written documentation of its 
concerns. Monthly publications again playa large role in the distri-
bution of the reformer's views, because of their ability to make a large 
amount of current information accessible to many regular subscribers. 
Publications by various land-grant universities and the U.S. Department 
of Agriculture also helped distribute the housing reform movement's 
specific views about the improvement of farmhouses. A final source of 
documentation is the published proceedings of meetings of organizations 
which were associated with the housing reform movement. 
Popular women's journals 
The topics of domestic architecture and housing reform were pro-
moted by many monthly magazines directed at women in the early decades 
of the twentieth century. Information about sanitation in the home, 
planning for greater efficiency in housekeeping, and the latest in 
finishing and furnishing trends was included by journalists in every 
kind of popular magazine. Social historian Gwendolyn Wright proposed 
that the nonprofessional critics of the American home who edited and 
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wrote for popular magazines had the greatest impact on housing styles 
and decor. 7 
Most of the housing information which was published in these 
various women's journals was oriented toward the middle to upper class 
suburban housewife. Journals such as Woman's Home Companion, which 
incorporated fiction, fashion, and food preparation, also included house 
plans, decorating information, and columns on the various club involve-
ments which engaged the "modern" housewife. Architect-designed plans 
for cottages and country homes and decorating columns were offered more 
extensively in magazines such as House Beautiful and House and Garden. 
However, housing reform information oriented toward urban and rural 
women can also be found in this kind of woman's publication. The 
Ladies' Home Journal, begun in 1883 as the "Woman and the Home" section 
of the Tribune and Farmer, was one of the best known and most widely 
circulated publications for women from the 1890s into the twentieth 
century. In 1889, Edward Bok became editor. Among his many objectives 
for the publication was the intention to improve standards with every-
thing having to do with the home. Many critics, such as architect 
Stanford White, firmly believed that Edward Bok had influenced American 
domestic architecture for the better more than any other man of his 
. 8 generatl.on. 
In 1895, The Ladies' Home Journal began the publication of plans 
for model homes that could be built for $1500-5000. Complete scaled 
plans, specifications, and builder's estimates were sold for $5.00 per 
set. Contests for the best home were part of Bok's campaign for 
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improved dwellings. From these plans, The Ladies' Home Journal houses 
were built in all parts of the country. 
From February 1900 through 1901, a series of seven model farm-
houses was featured in The Ladies' Home Journal. These houses were 
designed by architect Robert C. Spencer, Jr., who also published designs 
in House Beautiful. The published farnmouse plans were intended to be 
built in specific regions of the country, although all were of types 
which were recognized nationally. 
Good Housekeeping, a journal which was a contemporary of The 
Ladies' Home Journal, began as an editorial department which provided 
detailed and accurate information on subjects related to home economics. 
Initially, the journal was designed to promote perfection in the house-
hold environment. This was partially enhanced by the Good Housekeeping 
Experiment Station, which was introduced in 1900. The Experiment Sta-
tion tested methods and practices, and eventually products, and those 
judged satisfactory were subsequently recommended to housewives through 
the magazine. Good Housekeeping is currently best known as a magazine 
of fiction, but during the first decade of this century the reform 
message was published often through editorials and articles. In 1912, 
information about food and nutrition was added to the format. 
Home economics/extension publications 
Another body of historic literature produced by home economists 
and extensionists takes up the topic of farmhouse design and planning. 
For the most part, this literature addressed the woman of the farm 
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directly. For instance, noted home economist Isabel Bevier singled out 
the farmhouse as a unique planning situation in her popular textbook 
of 1912, The House: Its Plan, Decoration and Care. Helen Dodd, who 
identified herself as a farmer's wife, wrote The Healthful Farmhouse 
in 1906. Dodd placed great importance on the farmhouse as an ideal 
setting for the raising of a family, if it was sanitary and modern. 
In her own words, "a farmhouse is always different from other houses, 
even village houses, because it is more than a dwelling; it is the heart 
of the farm, the beginning and the end of every day's work. 9 
Manual of Homemaking, a part of The Rural Manuals series, was com-
piled by Martha Van Rensselaer, Flora Rose, and Helen Canon. It 
includes a chapter on "The Modern House" by Helen Binkerd Young.lO This 
chapter makes a very thorough investigation of the planning of interior 
spatial relationships in a farmhouse and the exterior appearance as 
well. 
The published proceedings of the meetings of state and national 
organizations have also proven to be valuable primary sources of infor-
mation about farmhouse design. Most notable are the yearbooks of the 
Illinois Farmers' Institute's Department of Household Science meetings 
and transcripts of the meetings of the Lake Placid Conference on Home 
Economics. 
The development of the Extension Service, a governmental 
educational system operated through the United States Department of 
Agriculture and land-grant colleges, resulted in the publication 
of a great deal of rural-oriented information on home design and 
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improvement. To address the Service's objective of promoting better 
homes and a higher standard of living on the farm, extension bulletins 
were published by the various land-grant colleges on the topics of house 
design and furnishing, in addition to other functions traditionally 
associated with homemaking. Though representing only a small portion 
of the Extension Service's work in rural America, the bulletins were 
unique in that they provided design-based information to the homemaker 
by stressing such design principles as balance and proportion instead 
f d o °fo f of ° 11 o recommen 1ng a spec1 1C set 0 mot1 s or ornamentat10n. 
Academic literature which was directed at agricultural engineers 
who were doing research at various land-grant institutions across the 
country also contained information about rural domestic architecture. 
Agricultural Engineering, which contained articles written by these 
researchers, documented the relationship between agricultural engineer-
ing and home economics, whose combined efforts resulted in much of the 
information produced by the housing reform movement. 
Historical background of the movement 
In addition to the variety of primary sources that have been con-
sidered, many secondary sources also provided information about the 
topic of housing reform, although the research that has been done 
pertaining specifically to farmhouse design is minimal. Literature that 
discusses the housing reform movement has been published in several 
social histories of housing and various academic journals which deal 
with social, cultural, or architectural history. 
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One early social history that included information on both rural 
and urban housing is American Housing, authored by Edith Louise Allen 
and published in 1930. This work is unusual due to Allen's specific 
discussion of rural housing as a separate division of American housing 
and provides valuable data on the condition of such housing in the early 
twentieth century. Edith Elmer Wood's Recent Trends in American Housing 
(1931) is another similar analysis of housing conditions which included 
data about rural areas. 
Currently, one of the most prolific authors on the topic of housing 
history is Gwendolyn Wright. Her social history of housing, Building 
the Dream, investigates the "progressive movement" of the first decades 
of the twentieth century and its influence by the home economics move-
ment, although many of the persons involved with this subject are not 
discussed. Also, twentieth century rural housing is not singled out 
as a separate entity. Wright's study of the domestic architecture of 
Chicago (1873-1913), Moralism and the Model Home, investigates the pro-
gressive housing movement and the industrial aesthetic that evolved 
during this time period. She also discusses the impacts of technology 
on the home and the kitchen in particular. Her article, "Sweet and 
Clean: The Domestic Landscape in the Progressive Era,,,12 discusses the 
impact of published magazines on American women, both urban and rural. 
Delores Hayden has explored the early developments of housing 
reform and has published extensively about the work of Catherine 
Beecher. Hayden's article, "Catherine Beecher and the Politics of 
Housework," which appears in Women in American Architecture, is an 
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excellent summary of the period of Beecher's life in which she most 
actively dealt with the topic of house design. This subject is also 
mentioned by Hayden in her book, The Grand Domestic Revolution, which 
deals more generally with the topic of cooperative housekeeping and 
other more radical reform concepts. A thorough investigation of 
Beecher's life is made by Katherine Kish Sklar in her book, Catherine 
Beecher: A Study in American Domesticity. 
Several articles on the topic of the impact of technology on the 
home have been published in journals. Most notable are "Efficiency and 
the American Home" by David P. Handlin, published in Architectural 
Association Quarterly; "Technology and the Housewife in Nineteenth-
Century America" by William D. and Deborah C. Andrews, published in 
Women's Studies; "The 'Industrial Revolution' in the Home: Household 
Technology and Social Change in the 20th Century" and "From Virginia 
Dare to Virginia Slims: Women and Technology in American Life," both 
by Ruth Schwartz Cowan and published in Technology and Culture. 
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THE HOUSING REFORM MOVEMENT 
The housing reform movement was multi-faceted. As defined by this 
research, the movement included a broad period of time (approximately 
1840-1940) and was the product of the efforts of hundreds of persons, 
primarily women. These persons from diverse backgrounds channeled their 
energies into one common goal: the improvement of the living conditions 
in low- and middle-class American houses in order to benefit the house-
wife, and therefore the American family. 
Generally, three aspects of modernization were promoted by 
reformers for the home. These were: increased healthfulness, achieved 
by raising the consciousness of the housewife and changing the interior 
forms of the home in order to create a germ-free atmosphere; improved 
efficiency through the revision of the interior layouts and the methods 
used to perform housekeeping tasks; and the introduction of technologi-
cal products into the home for the purpose of uplifting the position 
of the housewife to a level of respectability comparable to that of the 
professional in the work force. 
In the eyes of the reformers, the result of the successful inte-
gration of the aspects of modernization into the home was a reduction 
in the demands on the urban or rural woman's time. This newly found 
free time was to be used in two ways: to increase the amount of time 
spent spreading the reform message to those who were still unfortunate 
enough to need an efficiently arranged house with labor-saving devices; 
and to increase the amount of time spent in self-reflection. 
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The immigrants and poor of the city and less progressive rural 
areas who made up the lower clasq were the focus of the efforts of a 
special group of reformers at the end of the nineteenth century. 
However, messages of modernization delivered by the movement as a whole 
were intended primarily for the middle-class who could take the informa-
tion provided and use it to help themselves. The large number of 
unimproved farmhouses made the rural areas of the country sources of 
particular concern for the reformers, although all homes, both urban 
and rural, were exposed to new ideas about the role of the housewife 
and encouraged to reap the presumed benefits of efficiency and 
technology. 
Reform messages were delivered through a diverse network of organi-
zations and publications. This network was composed of three areas 
which have been identified as the primary sources of reform information. 
First, the end of the nineteenth century saw the rise in popularity of 
home economics as a program of education for women in the areas of food 
preparation and home management. The increase of these curriculums in 
colleges and universities and the development of research and extension 
programs carried verbal and written information to women across the 
country. Groups were formed in rural areas, small towns, and cities. 
Secondly, the beginning of the twentieth century saw the promotion 
of the formation of women's clubs at national, state, and local levels. 
These clubs brought women together for the purpose of sharing informa-
tion about self and home improvement. For the rural woman, these 
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organizations were often formed as part of established organizations 
for men, such as the Grange and Farmer's Institutes. 
Thirdly, the availability of popular women's magazines brought the 
reformer's messages about all aspects of the movement to a nation-wide 
audience and provided a forum for the sharing of ideas between readers. 
While most of the persons involved with the housing reform movement 
were women, the contributions of men in the areas of research and pro-
gressive housing design should also be acknowledged. A detailed 
discussion of the development of the housing reform movement and, more 
specifically, the aspects of it which dealt with farmhouse design as 
well as the persons responsible for the promotion of the movement's 
ideas follows. 
The Movement's Background (1840-1900) 
The roots of the housing reform movement of the early twentieth 
century can be found in domestic treatises and "ladies" magazines, like 
Godey's Lady's Book, of the 1840-1860s. During this time period, many 
home manuals written by women addressed housewives on the importance 
of creating a clean, artistic, personalized setting in the home. 
Because the nation was still overwhelmingly rural during this time 
period, information provided in these works was meant for city women 
and farm women alike. 
It was at this time that technology was first introduced into the 
1 household. For this study, technology is considered as both the 
introduction of innovative objects to the home and the development of 
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innovative processes for homemaking. Advances in technology helped to 
strengthen a campaign to professionalize the role of the housewife; a 
campaign which began in the middle of the nineteenth century. It was 
the general intention of the authors of domestic treatises and home 
manuals to create a professional role for women in the home. This role, 
it was hoped, would dignify women and elevate them to a status that was 
thought to be equal to the so-called "male" professions of law, 
medicine, engineering, etc. The terms domestic economy, and later 
domestic science, reflect this desire to apply a new professionalism 
to the role of the housewife. 
One of the most dominant persons in this crusade was writer and 
educator Catherine Beecher, who was, according to social historian 
Delores Hayden, the most important female American designer of the 
nineteenth century. Beecher's belief in the inherent superiority of 
women based on their capacity for self-sacrifice caused her to re-define 
women's roles and, subsequently, to design domestic architecture to 
2 
support them. 
In 1841, Beecher wrote her Treatise on Domestic Economy, For the 
Use of Young Ladies at Home and at School. She defined a new role for 
women in the household and proposed to standardize and systematize 
American domestic practices. According to Beecher, as an authority in 
the home, it was women's duty to mold the character of the community 
by instilling sound moral principles in its youth. This role as 
"minister of the home" gave women the broad responsibility of develop-
ing the nation's social conscience. Also, the woman's role in the home 
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should be one of a professional in a technically efficient, exclusively 
female domain. Therefore, although Beecher is well-known for designing 
technical innovations for the home, she was motivated by the desire to 
define a domestic standard for women. It was not her intention to 
reduce the effort required for domestic work. 3 
In the late 1840s, the evangelical emphasis disappeared from 
Beecher's work, and she focused on women from a more secular, urban 
perspective. Her ability to do skilled domestic design culminated in 
the publication of The American Woman's Home in 1869, co-authored with 
her sister Harriet Beecher Stowe. In this work, the design of the house 
was more fully developed and refined, from its plan and elevations to 
its interior detailing. The concepts of simplification and flexibility 
were emphasized through the use of movable partitions, dual-purpose 
spaces, and built-in or movable furnishings. Many inventions were 
described in The American Woman's Home, including stove improvements, 
dumbwaiters, "earth closets," and storage units. 4 
Beecher's view of female supremacy in the home was a new one in 
the 1840s, for most of the books on domestic economy which preceded the 
Treatise stylI assumed male control in the middle-class household. 
However, her view, described in such popular sayings as "a woman's place 
is in the home," became widely accepted in the later literature of 
domestic science and also in the treatises on domestic architecture, 
which were usually authored by men. 
3S 
Between 1870 and 1900, a limited number of new developments in the 
transformation of housing were introduced, although activity related 
to housing reform gradually increased as the twentieth century grew 
near. 
Before 1900, Catherine Beecher's well-established view of the 
household as a woman's domain was rarely questioned, and her work 
inspired a new generation of two types of reformers. First, there was 
a minority of active, educated protestors who created a backlash against 
Beecher's imposed isolation on the woman in the home. While still con-
ceding that home management was a woman's responsibility, these 
reformers argued for the development of the concept of cooperative 
housekeeping. S 
Secondly, the concept of the housewife as a professional, and the 
importance of providing an efficient place aided by technological 
improvements in a healthful atmosphere, was embraced by a larger group 
of reformers who gained recognition through the development of a net-
work of organizations in which women could exchange ideas on housing 
equipment and house management. It is this group of women who comprised 
the majority of the housing reform movement's influence in rural areas, 
by becoming involved in home economics or extension, other organized 
women's clubs, or by reading the information which was disseminated 
through a multitude of popular women's publications. 
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The Movement Toward Modernization (1900-1930) 
The development of home economics 
The development of home economics programs had a major impact on 
the development of the housing reform movement. The organization of 
home economics began in the 1870s as a provision for improvement in the 
education of Civil \~ar widows. Programs were first developed in mid-
western land-grant universities and cooking schools in the cities of 
the east. In the 1880s, the interest in the formal education of women 
in the household arts declined, and home economics became more rurally 
oriented. However, encouraged by the interest of a small group of 
educated women and the inclusion of women's needs and concerns in the 
Chicago World's Columbian Exposition of 1893, interest in home economics 
rose again in the 1890s culminating in the formation of the National 
H E o A ° to 6 ome conomlCS SSOCla lone 
Interest in the home economics revival of the 1890s was primarily 
to enhance the education of lower class women as servants, but as the 
feasibility of employing household help diminished in the middle class 
(and was practically nonexistent in rural areas), the goal of the home 
economics movement changed to include all women who desired the skills 
to manage their own homes. It was during this period that the home 
economics movement developed its close association with the Department 
of Agriculture. 
Beginning in September 1899, the Lake Placid Conference on Home 
Economics was held to define the role of home economics in the develop-
ment of educational programs and methods for improving the living 
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conditions of the home. Ten participants were involved with the first 
conference. According to the proceedings, the instigators of the con-
ference, sensing that they were involved in the evolution of a large 
and important movement, decided to hold the first conference in 1899 
instead of waiting for the turn-of-the-century. 
Several topics were suggested for the first Lake Placid Conference. 
Subjects which particularly related to rural domesticity included: (1) 
the preparation of a series of papers or brochures on the subject of 
domestic science to be published by the government and distributed by 
the Department of Agriculture; (2) the selection of an appropriate name 
for the work; (3) the inclusion of domestic science in farmer's insti-
tutes; and (4) the discussion of technical details in the conduct of 
the home which may lead to some agreement on definite and approved 
methods. 7 
During the first conference, the name Home Economics was chosen 
as the most suitable title for the general subject. The participants 
were careful to specify that home economics was a section of the general 
subject of economics and was in no way synonymous with the term "house-
hold arts." Other phrases were specified for the subdivisions of home 
economics. "Domestic economy" was to be the title which referred to 
lessons for school children. "Domestic science" was the title applied 
to education at the high school level where scientific method was used 
as the basis for study. The term "household or home economics" was to 
refer to study in colleges or universities. 
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Ellen H. Richards was designated as the first chairwoman of the 
Lake Placid Conference. Richards (1842-1911) is generally considered 
one of the early leaders of the home economics movement. She believed 
that technology in the home would make it possible for women to devote 
more of their time to the improved aesthetics in the home, and that, 
in turn, an efficient, attractive home would make it possible for women 
to have an increased amount of free time. Standardized housing and 
industrially produced furnishings were a part of this new efficient home 
in Richards' view. She stressed the role of aesthetics and house design 
in home economics education, primarily so that women could be intelli-
gent consumers, but also because she believed that women should become 
d f . 1 h . d· 8 esigners or pro eSSlona ouslng a Vlsors. The success of the first 
Lake Placid Conference was reflected by subsequent participation in the 
meetings. The number of participants at the second meeting jumpp.d to 
30 from the original 10. The number of speakers was also increased. 
It was reported during the second conference that a bill had been 
introduced to the New York legislature in 1900 which endorsed both 
instruction and research in the field of home economics. It established 
the New York State Experiment Station as a department of Cornell Uni-
versity and provided for the training of informed teachers, organizers, 
and lecturers who supplied assistance to farmer's wives and other home 
makers through farmers' institutes and the methods of extension 
teaching. 9 Experiment stations were eventually located across the 
country, all with this basic purpose in mind. 
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During the course of the conferences, topics which related 
specifically to rural domestic architecture and the rural homemaker 
continued to be presented. These subjects generally fell into four 
categories: (1) healthfulness in the farm home, (2) good design in the 
farm home, (3) securing more free time for rural homemakers through 
greater efficiency, and (4) the education of rural young women. 
Presentations on increased healthfulness generally applied them-
selves to both rural and urban houses. For instance, at the eighth Lake 
Placid Conference in 1906, Claudia Q. Murphy of Grand Rapids, Michigan, 
spoke on the topic of wall sanitation. Murphy reinforced the popular 
view of the decade; that layered tapestries, hangings, and wallpaper 
decorations were undesirable for the modern home. A change from ornate, 
carved woodwork was prescribed to reduce the number of surfaces on which 
dirt and dust could collect. 10 
Similarly, messages about changing the household environment to 
create a more healthful atmosphere were often translated into design-
related issues. The home economics movement was an education-oriented 
movement, and homemakers were taught that a safe environment could also 
be made visually attractive. For instance, while smooth tinted 
(painted) walls were prescribed by Murphy as most healthful, she also 
justified the change by teaching that every crack and crevice in a wall 
disfigured the symmetry of the wall. Similarly, the message about wood-
work was that smooth, convex surfaces were not only easier to keep 
clean, but also were more "pleasing to the eye." 11 
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Because one of the goals of the housing reform movement was to free 
up more of the urban and rural woman's time, the issue was addressed 
at the Lake Placid Conferences. "What Shall We Do With Time Set Free 
12 by Modern Methods," a 1902 report on the results of a survey on this 
topic, first established that the women of 1902 had more leisure time 
than the women of the 1880s, and also that they had the option of choos-
ing how their spare time would be filled. Secondly, women in 1902 were 
filling their leisure time with "philanthropic work of every sort" with 
"classes for self-improvement in arts, letters, cookery, and needlework" 
and were using the results of such self-improvement for the betterment 
of the community. The third area of the survey dealt with how women 
should spend their leisure time. Some of the respondents apparently 
felt that leisure time should be spent in self-reflection. It was felt 
that women currently did too much work outside of the home, so that the 
tendency was to "broaden, not deepen life." The debate, then, on this 
issue was whether or not women's ideal was self-realization or 
If h h If "f" 13 se -realization t roug se -sacr~ ~ce. 
Relating only to rural domesticity was the problem of a young pop-
ulation that was rapidly deserting rural areas for the city. This 
condition was often linked directly to the unmodernized condition of 
many farmhouses and was discussed many times at the conferences. 
Schemes for alternative educational systems were presented in order to 
make life in the country more appealing to young people and, in 
14 particular, young women. As stated in the proceedings, "people leave 
their farms because the girls are not satisfied there." It was believed 
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that girls were to be trained in country schools "to see the beauties 
of country life and to believe that the farm home affords place and 
opportunity for full development. ,,15 
In general, the home economists believed that the key to improving 
domestic architecture was the education of consumers. In addition to 
the Lake Placid Conference, extension courses held at Columbia Teachers 
College, Drexel Institute of Philadelphia, and the University of 
Wisconsin made information on home management available to urban and 
rural women. 
Perhaps the most extensive educational effort made by the home 
economists during the first half of the twentieth century was the 
extension service and, in particular, extension bulletins with informa-
tion on most aspects of home and farm management. Developed through 
the Agricultural Experiment Stations of various land-grant universities, 
some of these bulletins dealt specifically with the technological mod-
ernization of the horne, food preparation and preservation, and home 
decoration. Because of the agricultural emphasis of the bulletins, the 
primary domestic focus was on the farmhouse. 16 
Beginning in 1902, Cornell University published a series of bul-
letins entitled "The Farm House Series." It was supervised by Martha 
Van Rensselaer and Flora Rose, who were both active participants of the 
Home Economics movement. Forming a reading course for farm women, the 
bulletins were devoted to the improvement of the farm home and promoted 
easier and improved methods of doing work in the home. 17 They were 12 
to 16 pages in length, illustrated, with a 4-page discussion paper 
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available to women who were participating in the course. Five bulletins 
per year were published by Cornell University. In 1906, 18,000 women 
were participating in this particular reading course. 18 
The Extension Service grew to an extensive force by 1930. 
Presentations by county agents on farmhouse improvements to groups of 
women in rural areas incorporated illustrative materials such as models, 
photographs, charts, blue-prints, etc. in order to clarify new informa-
tion. Thought to be the most effective way for getting the extension 
information into practice, 2,414 county agents made 546,208 visits 
relating to projects for the house to 330,084 farm homes in 1930. 19 
Much of what the home economics movement accomplished through 
land-grant universities and extension services was done in conjunction 
with departments of agricultural engineering, which also taught courses 
in farm building and farm home conveniences to agricultural and engi-
neering students. Instructors from agricultural engineering departments 
were also requested by home economics departments to teach similar 
classes to their students. 20 
Many noted agricultural engineers were responsible for extension 
bulletins and manuals which included technical building information as 
well as planning information for all farm structures including the farm-
house. Unlike literature directed at the farm woman, this body of work 
was a more direct link between the reform message and the farmer 
himself. 
Agricultural engineers and home economists together addressed the 
problems of farmhouse design and their possible solutions in forums 
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other than the classroom as well. For example, in February 1926, the 
American Society of Agricultural Engineers sponsored the National Farm 
Homes Conference in Chicago. For two days, farm women, agricultural 
engineers, home economists, architects, manufacturers, and representa-
tives of various public service organizations shared information about 
the current farmhouse status, the needs of the rural homemaker, and 
suggestions for improvements. In his opening remarks, agricultural 
engineer Deane G. Carter identified the goals of the conference as the 
exchanging of ideas, sharing of the results of research done by 
specialists, and finally the formulation of a program which looked 
toward a concerted effort for better farm homes. The conference 
endorsed the work of the General Federation of Women's Clubs, the Better 
Homes in America movement, and the work of governmental departments and 
bl · . . t· 21 pu lC serVlce aSSOCla lons. 
Papers were presented at the conference by a variety of profes-
sionals on many farmhouse design-related topics. The most desirable 
features of a farmhouse were summarized,22 the advantages of labor-
saving technology were identified,23 the necessity of treating the 
design of farmhouses with criteria specific to rural needs was 
24 promoted, and the close identification of agricultural engineering 
. h h . f d 25 Wlt ome economics was reln orce • 
The American Society of Agricultural Engineers officially addressed 
the issue of farm housing again at their Structures Division Meeting 
of December 1927. 26 
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In summary, Gwendolyn Wright identified four general points that 
were endorsed by the home economics movement, all of which were 
addressed during the Lake Placid meetings and were the subject of 
extension research and bulletins. First, the ideal home is not tied 
to the traditions of the past. The heavy ornamentation of the Victorian 
era was found to be inappropriate for the sanitary modern home. 
Secondly, all of the resources of modern science should be utilized to 
improve home life. Thirdly, the home should be free from the dominance 
of things and the subordination of ideals. Finally, there should be 
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Home economists such as Martha Van Rensselaer saw the farm home 
as a potentially ideal home and found the area of rural improvement an 
inspiring field in which to work. 28 While their efforts were often 
addressed to the individual reader, the subsequent organization of rural 
clubs became an additionally effective way for the housing reform move-
ment to contact the rural woman. 
Women's clubs 
Thousands of organizations or "women's clubs" were formed after 
29 the turn of the century. Among them were home economics, domestic 
science, and domestic art clubs. Most eventually became affiliated with 
national organizations such as the American Home Economics Association 
or the General Federation of Women's Clubs. 3D 
Women's clubs were strongly promoted in the rural areas and were 
seen as a remedy for the isolated conditions under which most rural 
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women lived. Many women belonged to the Grange. Many states had 
Farmers' Institutes, which often had women's divisions. For instance, 
the Illinois Farmers' Institute's Department of Household Science, which 
was organized in 1898, was very active in the areas of household manage-
ment and food production. Yearbooks were published, printing the papers 
and presentations that were made, as well as the discussions which 
followed. The participants in the Institute were, for the most part, 
academic women from the state's universities and homemakers who were 
interested in the research of home improvements. 
Generally, the topics on rural domestic reform which were addressed 
in the Illinois Farmers' Institute's Department of Household Science 
meetings focused on four areas: (1) the design and construction of the 
home, (2) the finishing of the house and its furnishing with modern con-
veniences, (3) the domestic education of rural homemakers and their 
relationship to home economics, and (4) the documentation of current 
domestic conditions. 
Addressing the issue of the design and construction of farmhouses, 
Mrs. John C. Hessler took a feminist stance (which was shared by most 
rural housing reformers) by maintaining that "if there is money to be 
spent at all for conveniences of any sort for men's work, there must 
be money to spend for conveniences for women's work too" in order to 
maintain a fair division. 31 Hessler recommended the inclusion of 
running water, modern plumbing, electric light or acetylene gas light, 
a furnace, and sufficient laundry conveniences for every moderately 
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prosperous farmhouse. She prescribed a system of millwork which accom-
modated the need for easing housework--f1at wood strips and a rounded 
top for baseboards, and modern doors with large panels which reduced 
the collection of dust in the home. 32 
Many persons addressed the topic of finishing and furnishing the 
house with modern conveniences. Often it was suggested that all con-
veniences that were found in city homes, such as adequate laundry 
facilities, electric vacuum cleaners, as well as rocking chairs, books 
and magazines, should be included in the farmhouse. 33 The injustice 
of making improvements for the farm while ignoring the condition of the 
34 farmhouses was stressed. One presentation, made in 1913, gave a pro-
fessiona1ized view of the farm wife by describing the woman's "business" 
as looking after the health and comfort of the family and maintaining 
a "healthful, comfortable home, conducted on business princip1es.,,35 
The domestic education of farm women was a favorite topic of the 
presenters at the Illinois Farmers' Institute, due to its educational 
orientation. For instance, it was proposed by one presentation that 
because the farmer's wife lived in a scientific world, she needed to 
be knowledgeable in the topics of soils, biology, chemistry, and physics 
(which had specific implications for the development of labor-saving 
d . ) 36 eVl.ces • 
The close association of Farmers' Institutes to the home economics 
movement was evident through the types of topics which were discussed 
at the annual meetings of the Household Department of the Illinois 
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Farmers' Institute. Because of the similarity in the topics addressed 
37 by both groups, their relationship to each other was explored. 
Finally, the documentation of current domestic conditions was a 
major interest of the women's clubs of the housing reform movement, and 
the Illinois Farmers' Institute responded accordingly. Based on the 
results of President Roosevelt's Country Life Commission survey of agri-
cultural districts, one presentation outlined the sources of the 
widespread discontent in the majority of the farming community and some 
possible solutions that related directly to the farmhouse. The goal 
for improving the farmhouse was to create a home so convenient and 
attractive that the women on the farm would not desire to leave the farm 
for the city. The sense of isolation that was so often identified by 
rural women was thought to be more often the result of having to use 
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The household science divisions of Farmers' Institutes were not 
the only organized women's clubs which considered the plight of the 
woman on the farm. Additionally, many clubs that were not affiliated 
specifically with other rural organizations addressed rural housing 
issues. The General Federation of Women's Clubs was formed in 1889, 
and by 1892 it represented 100 clubs. By 1902, there were 3,358 various 
women's clubs in the federation with 250,000 members. 39 
In addition to their separate work, the home economics movement 
and women's clubs united with other professional groups in 1922 to form 
a national education organization called Better Homes in America. The 
Better Homes in America movement was organized to stir public interest 
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in home improvement and to promote research into methods for families 
and communities to improve housing conditions. Led by President Calvin 
Coolidge and Secretary Herbert Hoover, such groups as the Bureau of Home 
Economics of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, the Architects Small 
House Service Bureau, the General Federation of Women's Clubs, and the 
Division of Building and Housing of the Department of Commerce formed 
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Although the organization's objectives stressed the more urban 
issues of home ownership, the replenishment of what was considered a 
shortage of houses after World War I and increased efficiency for the 
wage-earner through improved housing conditions, the Better Homes in 
America movement recognized the importance of improving rural homes as 
well. 41 In 1925, 278 rural districts were active in the Better Homes 
in America movement, and specific strategies for rural campaigns were 
carefully outlined in periodic publications. 42 
A primary feature of the Better Homes campaign was the designation 
of a demonstration house to feature during a specifically designated 
"Better Homes" week. The demonstration house could be newly constructed 
or recently remodelled, with the focus being on the interior finishes, 
furnishings, and included technology. Often the local state university 
provided the demonstration house. If a house was not available, 
"country tours" were an alternative that allowed participants to drive 
from house to house to examine the various modernized features of each. 
Local rural chairpersons were also encouraged to organize a series 
of lectures and discussions to be held at Better Homes meetings or in 
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conjunction with other organizations. County home demonstration agents, 
speakers from agricultural colleges, Farm Bureaus, Granges, and other 
local clubs were encouraged to work together because it was believed 
that this unity would strengthen the individual activities of each. 
It was also thought that by concentrating community effort into a 
certain week, the organizations involved might reach their common goal 
f be h d " 1 43 otter omes more expe lent y. 
Women's journals 
In addition to publications which resulted from the home economics 
movement, views on housing reform were promoted through published 
writings in popular women's magazines. However, information that was 
specific to rural domestic architecture was not as common on a national 
level. As mentioned previously, Good Housekeeping magazine took up the 
farmhouse reform crusade in 1909 as a response to the development of 
President Roosevelt's Country Life Commission. A commentary by 
Charlotte Perkins Gilman appeared in the January 1909 issue in which 
she questioned the lack of women on the commission since the subject 
matter most specifically affected the farm wife and family. Gilman 
described farm women as the "hardest worked and least paid of any 
class." She went on to describe the women as 
having nothing beyond the house and family except the church; 
that is why she (the farm wife) becomes insane so often, and 
usually with religious mania. Th~4key to the whole trouble 
is mainly in one word--iso1ation. 
According to Good Housekeeping's editorial staff, the "Farm House 
Inquiry" initiated as a result of Gilman's commentary was 
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the first opportunity of the farm women of America to make 
their voices heard as a unit in a great cause--that of their 
own emancipation from conditions which hamper their happiness, 
the best aSvelopment of their home life and especially their 
children. 
The Farm Home Inquiry's questionnaire included questions about 
social life, health, religion, culture, entertainment, and the 
conditions of the farm home. The women were asked if there was any kind 
of an organization for them to belong to outside of the church, and 
whether there was a woman capable of the leadership responsibilities 
in a movement for social betterment. They were questioned about their 
feelings about living in the country: If forced to leave the country 
for the city, what would they most regret leaving behind? Did they hope 
that their sons would grow up to be farmers and their daughters to be 
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The Ladies' Home Journal, Better Homes and Gardens, and The House 
Beautiful among others also addressed the issue of reform, although 
their information was directed at middle to upper-middle class 
audiences. Model house plans for new construction, suggestions for 
remodeling existing structures, and technical articles about improved 
kitchen planning, adequate lighting and the like addressed professional 
homemakers, both urban and rural. The women's journals also were an 
excellent vehicle for women's clubs to promote their activities. Often 
the projects of various state federations of the General Federation of 
Women's Clubs were documented in the magazines. Inspirational 
editorials were published to encourage other women to become organized 
into clubs. 
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Floor plans by architects or readers were published in most women's 
magazines. However, plans specifically for farmhouses were not usually 
published. Instead, the major contributions made to farm women by 
these magazines can be attributed to their articles on modern home 
equipment, modern finishes and ornaments, and editorials by housing 
reformers. 
Conclusions 
Many conclusions about the housing reform movement and its message 
to rural homemakers can be drawn from this overview. While the indi-
vidual reformers often addressed specific issues relating to domestic 
improvement through their various methods of communicating, a general 
philosophy for the movement is evident through the recurring themes in 
their writings. 
The identification of the movement's principles for farmhouse design 
Healthfulness The most dominant of the general principles pro-
moted by the reformers was healthfulness in the home; that is, creating 
an environment which supported the good health of its occupants. Much 
of the literature on the establishment of a healthful atmosphere focused 
on sanitation issues, which included the availability of fresh water 
in the home, the safe disposal of waste products from the home, and the 
provision of adequate ventilation for the home. This meant that the 
inclusion of plumbing in both the farm kitchen and the bathroom was 
considered absolutely essential by the reformers because it meant the 
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elimination of many dangers of contamination in the farmyard and also 
released the farm woman from walks to a well several times a day for 
fresh water. 
Ventilation was also emphasized as a necessity in the home. 
Individual rooms, specifically the kitchen, bathroom, and bedrooms, 
required adequate cross-ventilation for the removal of stale air and 
the introduction of ample supplies of fresh air. It was also 
recommended that openings in the various rooms of the house were 
positioned to allow for maximum ventilation. 
A second aspect of healthfulness in the home was improved 
cleanliness. This was often accomplished by eliminating surface 
treatments in the home which promoted the collection of dust and dirt. 
A modern system of interior millwork which was made up of smooth, flat 
surfaces and rounded edges replaced the intricacy of nineteenth-century 
millwork treatments. Smooth surfaces were recommended for walls and 
floors as well, particularly in the service areas. Linoleum was recom-
mended in the kitchen because of its ease of maintenance and durability; 
and tinted wall surfaces were to take the place of wallpaper, which was 
believed to promote germ collection in its paste and did not provide 
a washable surface. Cleanliness was also addressed by the arrangement 
of spaces so as to reduce the amount of dirt brought into the house at 
the entrances. In the farmhouse, this was particularly important both 
because of the nature of the farmer's work and the number of persons 
coming into the house at various times of the day. To limit dirt at 
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the entrance, a washroom was recommended by the reformers just inside 
the rear entrance where workers from the fields and farm yard were most 
likely to enter. 
A final aspect of the principle of healthfulness was the inclusion 
of unrestricted natural light in the house. Large covered porches that 
wrapped around many large nineteenth-century house forms were 
inappropriate for modern twentieth-century houses, according to the 
reformers, because light could not reach the living areas. Sunshine 
was considered necessary to purify the home's atmosphere. 
Step-saving The principle of conserving the housekeeper's 
energy, which was usually referred to as step-saving, was addressed by 
the reformers nearly as often as that of healthfulness. Improving the 
circulation patterns within the house in order to direct traffic away 
from areas of activity, particularly in the kitchen, was thought to make 
great improvements in the farm (and urban) woman's efficiency. 
Reducing the number of steps required in the execution of house-
hold tasks was another important aspect of step-saving. Many studies 
were made of common household tasks to determine the method(s) which 
required the least effort. Recommendations for necessitating the fewest 
possible steps from the start to the finish of a task resulted. 
Other issues addressed by the step-saving principle were the 
compactness and openness of the house plan. Around the turn-of-the-
century, the overall tendency was for floor plans to become more rec-
tangular in outline in contrast to the irregular outlines of popular 
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Victorian styles. This new regularity reduced the number of projections 
from the house and the number of passages, nooks, and crannies within 
it. The resulting compact plan reduced the number of steps required 
in passing from space to space. Along the same line, openness within 
the plan reduced the required steps by eliminating halls and creating 
spaces that flowed into one another. 
Convenience The third principle which resulted from the move-
ment was an emphasis on convenience, or the inclusion of design and 
specific products which promoted the saving of time for the woman of 
the house. General simplification in the home falls under this 
category, usually in the form of the standardization of tasks and 
layout. The introduction of modern technology into the home also con-
tributed to added convenience. Electricity made most new technology 
possible, including electric washing machines, irons, vacuum cleaners, 
and sewing machines. The redesign of household equipment to provide 
a more modern appearance and easier maintenance also contributed to the 
increased convenience for the woman of the house. It Has believed that 
such standardization of tasks and equipment would result in a reduction 
in the amount of time required to maintain a healthful home. However, 
as proven by various time studies conducted by extensionists, this was 
not the case. For instance, a time study conducted in Oregon in 1928 
to compare the time spent doing house work in rural and urban (town) 
households revealed that women in town spent nearly 2t hours per week 
more than rural women doing housework. Logically, one would presume 
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that the increased availability of technology in the home would reduce 
the amount of time spent doing housework by women in towns and cities. 
The implication of this research suggests that the use of labor-saving 
devices in homes was in actuality a symbol of status rather than an 
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Increased built-in storage in the home also contributed to the 
housekeeper's convenience. By increasing the number of closets in the 
home and placing them strategically in all bedrooms, inside entrances, 
etc., it became possible to store things at the place where they were 
most likely to be used. This principle was also applied in the kitchen, 
where the inclusion of built-in cabinets was encouraged to eliminate 
the need for a pantry or butler's pantry. By having food items and 
utensils stored in the kitchen proper, the task of food preparation was 
simplified. 
Aesthetics A fourth principle of the movement was the improve-
ment of aesthetics in the home. Although many of the changes in surface 
treatment in the home were based on the principle of healthfulness, a 
high value continued to be placed on the creation of an attractive 
environment. The atmosphere of the twentieth-century home was carefully 
balanced between modernity and the picturesque quaintness associated 
with cottage architecture. Never were the home-like qualities of a 
house's living area meant to be replaced by an impersonal modern 
sleekness. In fact, the living room of the home was the primary target 
of the reformer's interest in maintaining an area in the home for 
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relaxation, family interaction, reading, and entertaining. Two specific 
suggestions were emphasized to create this atmosphere. A fireplace was 
almost always recommended in living rooms; not for heating the room, 
but primarily for the feeling of stability and intimacy connoted 
historically by fireplaces. Secondly, specific picturesque views and 
qualities of light were prescribed for the various areas of the home: 
a view toward the road for the living rooms, a view toward the fields 
and outbuildings for the farmer's office, and windows on the east in 
the dining rooms for morning light. 
Comfort Finally, similar to the principle of aesthetics was 
the principle of comfort in the home. While the recommendations associ-
ated with aesthetics were intended to create visually pleasing spaces 
in the home, comfort was emphasized to create spaces that felt good. 
Much of the recommendations having to do with comfort in the home 
involved the inclusion of fresh air and provision for the appropriate 
temperature in the home. Ventilation was required in the kitchen to 
regulate the build-up of heat generated by the stove and the general 
activity of persons working in the space. Cross-ventilation in the 
bedrooms to assure an adequate supply of cool air on warm summer nights 
and the recommendation for the inclusion of a second-story sleeping 
porch for the same reason are related to the principle of comfort. The 
presence of a window in the bathroom for adequate ventilation was recom-
mended as well. 
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The motivation of the movement 
-- ----
In order to best determine the effectiveness of the movement, it 
is important to understand the movement's motives; that is, the basis 
for their promotion of improved living conditions. While the reasoning 
behind much of the movement was based on the belief that a more 
efficient work place would benefit the homemaker, the housing reform 
movement should not be confused with any kind of movement with the 
purpose of liberating women from the home. Even in its infancy, the 
housing reform movement sought to professionalize the homemaker and 
give women more input into the organization of the home. The introduc-
tion of technology and efficient planning gave the homemaker that kind 
of professional identity. However, instead of pushing women out of the 
home and into the work force, the ultimate goal of the movement was to 
make the home an important and fulfilling place to work so that the 
woman of the house would Qever feel the need to leave. This was 
particularly true in rural areas. The general trend during this time 
period was toward persons leaving the country for urban areas, and 
participants in the home economics movement and various rural women's 
organizations devoted a great deal of time to this issue. It was their 
general belief that families left their farms for the city because the 
females were not satisfied with life in the country.48 Because of this 
view, the reformers equated the importance of modernizing the farmhouse 
with maintaining a rural population. 
Along the same line, the rural reformers were also motivated to 
modernize the farm home in order to improve the plight of rural women 
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who were forced to remain in the country. While there was concern about 
women abandoning their rural homes, a great deal of attention was also 
given to the mental and physical health of women who did not have home 
improvements or the option of moving to a city or town. Though less 
of a factor toward 1930 when the use of the automobile and telephone 
became more commonplace, the seclusion felt by farm women was addressed 
by the reformers with regard to the importance of home improvement which 
incorporated their basic principles. 
Farmhouse surveys and the resulting standards of design 
Some of the most beneficial work done by the reformers with regard 
to farm women and farmhouses involved the formal analysis of rural 
housing conditions and the subsequent development of standards for 
acceptable living conditions which addressed their basic principles. 
Only by conducting surveys of rural households could the gravity of the 
issue be documented, and only through the analysis of these surveys 
could standards be developed which accurately addressed the real issues 
concerning modernization. This survey work began around 1905 and 
increased with the passing of the first three decades. The survey 
results tended to be lower (and probably more accurate) when the sample 
was large and equally diverse. Consequently, the later surveys and 
their subsequent revelations were most beneficial. The culminating 
study was made between 1930 and 1932 by the Committee on Farm and 
Village Housing, which produced a large document containing statements 
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about the living conditions of the full- and part-time farmers and 
suggestions for planning and constructing the farmhouse and farmstead. 
Suggestions or standards were often associated with official 
surveys. They were presented to rural women verbally, as well as 
through publication. Often lists of recommendations for farmhouse 
designs were published by farmhouse specialists in extension publica-
tions. Publications by agricultural engineers for farmers and rural 
builders also often included recommendations for farmhouse planning. 
It was these standards for rural housing that reflect the housing 
reform movement's specific recommendations for farmhouse design. For 
the purpose of analysis, a list has been derived from them with which 
to analyze published farmhouse plans in order to determine the extent 
to which the movement's impact was felt. Although many standards were 
proposed for farmhouses during this period, the following list is 
comprised of recommendations for farmhouse design which were made by 
at least two different recognized housing reform publications. 
The sources for this data and the date of their influences span 
the time period included in this analysis. The recommendations come 
from varied sources so as to accurately represent all concerns of the 
reformers. Books such as The Healthful Farmhouse by Helen Dodd, The 
House: Its Plan, Decoration and Care by Isabel Bevier, Farm Structures 
by K. J. T. Ekblaw, Agricultural Drawing and the Design of Farm Struc-
tures by Thomas E. French, and Farm Buildings by W. A. Foster and Deane 
G. Carter included lists of recommendations, or design standards, which 
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responded to the movement's concerns. Governmental publications such 
as Modern Conveniences for the Farm Home by Elmina T. Wilson, Home 
Furnishing by Winifred S. Gettemy, "Better Farmhouses" by L. H. Bailey 
and ''The Farmhouse" by Helen Binkerd Young, both part of The Cornell 
Reading Courses Farm House Series No.6, and Modernizing Farmhouses by 
Walace Ashby and Walter H. Nash also were excellent sources which 
included listings of recommendations. Articles published as part of 
reports, such as "Making the Best of It" by Mary E. Bronson of the 
Department of Household Science of the Illinois State Farmers' Insti-
tute and "Standards for the Interior of the Farmhouse" by Mary A. Rokahr 
and Walace Ashby of the President's Conference of Home Building and Home 
Ownership, both included lists of design standards. In some cases, the 
recommendations or standards were presented formally as a comprehensive 
checklist for persons building farmhouses. 
The standards of design and their associated principles 
Despite the fact that the presentations were made in varying 
formats, a composite of the housing reform movement's recommendations 
produces a clear picture of the changes that were proposed for rural 
dwellings. The recommendations made by the housing reformers for modern 
farmhouse design, listed in the order of the frequency of their 
appearance in the literature, are as follows: 
Healthfulness 
1. A hot-water supply, bathroom, laundry, and washroom should 
always be included. 
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2. Places for persons to wash and to hang their coats should be 
located near both the kitchen and rear entrance. 
3. Doors, windows and passages should be arranged so as to 
provide good ventilation between spaces. 
4. A bathroom should be located near the bedrooms. 
5. A second bathroom for help is recommended. 
6. All bedrooms should be provided with cross-ventilation. 
7. It is desirable to have a bathroom with a toilet located con-
veniently to the sleeping quarters. 
8. Covered porches should not be placed so as to reduce the 
amount of natural light of rooms. 
9. Walls should be painted. 
10. Floors should be hardwood, linoleum, or oilcloth. 
11. The kitchen must have good ventilation. 
12. The bathroom should be located on the house's exterior and 
have a window. 
13. A sleeping porch is recommended. 
Step-saving 
1. A bathroom, permanent laundry area, and washroom inside rear 
entrance should be provided. 
2. The kitchen work centers should be grouped to save steps 
(stove, sink, and work surfaces each not more than 12'-0" from 
all others). The area of the work space should be between 
90 and 150 square feet. 
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3. A bedroom for guest or emergency use should be provided on 
the first floor. 
4. Places for persons to wash and to hang coats should be located 
with easy access to one another. 
5. A bathroom should be located near bedrooms. 
6. The kitchen, food storage space, and dining area should be 
located with easy access to one another. 
7. The laundry should be located near kitchen and rear of the 
house. 
8. Ample kitchen cupboards should be planned and located with 
reference to the materials being stored, eliminating the need 
for a pantry. 
9. It is desirable to have a bathroom with toilet located con-
veniently to the sleeping quarters. 
10. The room arrangement should be as compact as possible. 
11. The kitchen work space should not be broken by doors or 
passageways. 
12. A rear closet for rough wraps and work clothes or wall hooks 
should be provided near the rear entrance. 
13. A wrap closet near the front entrance should be provided. 
14. Cupboards and bins in a dry basement should be provided near 
the stairs for canned products and vegetables. 
15. The kitchen should have access to the rear porch. 
16. The stairs should be centrally located in a hall, if there 
is one. 
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17. The stairs to the basement should be convenient to the kitchen 
and the rear entrance. 
18. The office should be accessible from outside. 
19. Most bedrooms should be on the second floor of a two story 
house. 
Convenience 
1. Facilities for reading, correspondence, business transactions, 
and keeping of farm records should be provided. 
2. A closet should be provided in every bedroom. 
3. A bedding and linen closet space should be provided. 
4. Ample kitchen cupboards should be planned and located with 
reference to the materials to be stored, eliminating the need 
for a pantry. 
5. Space for doing the laundry, where the washing machine, tubs, 
and other equipment may be left when not in use, should be 
protected from the weather, close to the drying space, and 
not less than 50 square feet in size and should be located 
near the kitchen and the rear of the house. 
6. A rear closet for rough wraps and work clothes or hooks should 
be provided near rear entrance. 
7. A wrap closet near the front entrance should be provided. 
8. Work cabinets with satisfactory storage space for small and 
large utensils, kitchen tools, and linens should be included 
in the kitchen. 
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9. A cupboard and bins in a dry basement near the stairs should 
be provided for canned products and vegetables. 
Aesthetics 
1. The living room should contain a fireplace. 
2. The kitchen and dining space should have a view of both farm 
buildings and the road. 
3. The living room should be located on the sheltered side of 
the house, or where there is the best view. 
4. The floor color should be darker than the walls, and ceiling 
should be lighter. 
5. Windows should be grouped and well-placed. 
6. The farmer's office should be placed so as to have a view of 
the outbuildings and fields. 
Comfort 
1. A living porch should be present and placed to the side if 
the house faces the road. 
2. The bedrooms which are used regularly should be placed on the 
second floor, if the house has two stories. 
3. A sleeping porch is recommended. 
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EVALUATION OF PROPOSED FARMHOUSE PLANS 
In order to determine the extent to which the housing reform move-
ment's standards for farmhouse design influenced the actual design of 
farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1930, a specific sample of 
farmhouses and a listing of reform design standards to be used in the 
evaluation of the published floor plans were defined. 
Identification of Farmhouse Sample 
Published farmhouse plans from historic journals were first col-
lected and placed in chronological order. As noted in the introduction, 
published plans were selected to serve as the survey sample due to the 
lack of extant farmhouses with intact interiors and the difficulty of 
conducting a national survey. Following an extensive review of historic 
publications, two general types of journals revealed the greatest number 
of farmhouse proposals: the agricultural journal and the builder's 
journal. 
Specifically, although plans were sporadically included in many 
agricultural journals, Successful Farming had the largest number of 
plans published during the subject time period. In total, 29 plans were 
published between 1911 and 1927, and a great diversity of vernacular 
house types were represented in the sample from this journal. 
Of the builder's journals examined, Carpentry and Building/Building 
Age and American Carpenter and Builder/American Builder both included 
a large quantity of farmhouse plans. Nineteen plans were published in 
Carpentry and Building/Building Age from 1901 to 1929. Thirty plans 
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were published in American Carpenter and Builder/American Builder 
between 1911 and 1921. Again, many house types were represented among 
the plans published. 
It was anticipated that a third type of publication, the woman's 
journal, would also publish farmhouse plans during the first three 
decades of the twentieth century, based on the number of general 
suburban house plans and the quantity of reform literature that was 
included. However, no significant supply of specifically rural house 
plans was identified through this research. Commonly, "country houses" 
were included in journals targeted toward affluent people who desired 
to live in the country, but these houses were clearly not identified 
as farmhouses. In one instance, a short series of "farmhouses" was in 
The Ladies' Home Journal, but these houses, all by architect Robert C. 
Spencer, were much larger than typical farmhouses and were probably 
intended as country houses instead. Table 2 illustrates the specific 
distribution of floor plans from the three journals which were used for 
the sample. In all, 78 farmhouse floor plans formed the sample 
evaluated. Although farmhouse plans were published throughout the 
subject time period, the heaviest concentration of plans was found 
between 1910 and 1919. This is perhaps due to the fact that regulations 
which resulted from the United States' involvement in World War I caused 
a serious reduction in new construction activity in cities, and rural 
construction became a more prominent concern in builders' journals. 
A February 1920 article in American Builder credits rural construction 
with being the mainstay of the building industry during the war. 
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Table 2. Identification of sources of farmhouse plans used in analysis 
Source Total 1900-09 1910-19 1920-30 
Caq~entry and 
Building 19 9 7 3 
American Builder a 30 21 9 
Successful Farming b 29 11 18 
Total 78 9 39 30 
aF" l.rst issue published in 1905. 
bF " l.rst issue published in 1902. 
Reportedly, the governmental restrictions which were placed on building 
in other fields did not apply to farm building because of the importance 
of modern farm buildings to the economical production of foodstuffs. 1 
The fewest number of farmhouse plans were found between 1900 and 
1909, probably because the interest in improving farmhouse design 
created by the housing reform movement had not yet had time to gain in 
strength. Carpentry and Building conducted several house design compe-
titions during this decade and published the top three prize-winning 
designs. One of these competitions was directed specifically at 
farmhouses, accounting for three of the early published plans. Others 
were included as responses to requests for farmhouse plans made by the 
journal's readers. 
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Contrastingly, the majority of the farmhouse plans published 
between 1920 and 1930 were found in Successful Farming. Until 1920, 
modernization and primary importance was placed on other farm buildings, 
but finally the need for improved housing was addressed by the journal 
with greater regularity. After 1920, the number of plans for farmhouses 
published in the builder's journals reduced dramatically. This is prob-
ably because of the intense interest in small house design and the push 
for home ownership that occurred in the builder's journals during the 
1920s. During that time period, much of the builder's attention was 
focused on the design of bungalows and various picturesque cottage-style 
house types. Although they were also adapted as farmhouses, the primary 
intention was to replicate them throughout American suburbs. 
Development of Applicable Reform Criteria 
The comprehensive list of design standards recommended by the 
reformers defined in the previous chapter includes all of the identifi-
able aspects of the reformer's concerns about rural housing. However, 
certain limitations are imposed on the use of this listing, due to the 
fact that this research is based on the use of floor plans instead of 
the actual structures. While most of the standards were associated with 
the principles of healthfulness, step-saving, convenience, and comfort, 
those associated with aesthetics were generally eliminated from use for 
plan evaluation because they dealt with the orientation of the farmhouse 
for specific views; a point which cannot be determined from the 
published plans. Also, standards which addressed the treatment of 
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various surfaces in the house (i.e., floor, wall, and ceiling treatments 
including millwork) were eliminated for the same reason. Standards 
associated with basement storage were eliminated because the majority 
of the publications did not include basement plans. 
The list of standards used for the evaluation of the farmhouse 
plans was first configured specifically to be used for analyzing the 
farmhouses by rooms to measure the level of influence between them (see 
Table 3). This list placed the standards according to the areas of the 
house with which they were associated. A section of standards which 
applied to the spatial relationships between the areas of the house was 
also included. The areas of the farmhouse were identified through the 
analysis of the standards and the determination of which rooms they 
specifically addressed. The kitchen, living room, office, bathroom, 
bedrooms, and storage spaces were defined as the rooms to be evaluated. 
Results of the Farmhouse Plan Evaluation 
During the evaluation process, each farmhouse plan was examined 
for the presence of each of the 26 st~ndards of farmhouse design pro-
duced by the housing reform movement, although none of the 78 farmhouse 
plans received a score of 100%. Table 4 illustrates the scores for the 
individual farmhouses by year. The highest score was 22, or 84.6%, 
achieved by one house in 1915, one in 1916, and three in 1927. Overall, 
58 out of the 78 farmhouses scored positively on 50% or more of the 
standards. 
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Table 3. List of standards used to evaluate farmhouse plans by room 
SPATIAL RELATIONSHIPS 
1. Space to wash and hang coats near kitchen and rear entrance. 
2. Kitchen and dining area near each other. 
3. Doors, windows, and passages arranged to provide ventilation. 
4. Bathroom with toilet near sleeping quarters. 
5. Stairs to basement near kitchen or rear entrance. 
6. Covered porches placed so as not to reduce light. 
CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIVIDUAL SPACES: 
Kitchen 
7. Kitchen work centers less than 12'-0" from one another. 
8. Kitchen cupboards provided to replace pantry. 
9. Work space not broken by doors and passages. 
10. Kitchen provided with ventilation. 
11. Kitchen has access to rear porch. 
Living Room 
12. Fireplace in living room. 
13. Side porch accessible to living room. 
Office 
14. Room for correspondence and record keeping provided. 
Bathroom 
15. Bathroom on exterior wall provided. 
16. Second bathroom for help provided. 
17. Permanent space for laundry provided. 
18. Washroom provided. 
Bedroom 
19. Bedrooms provided with cross-ventilation. 
20. Bedroom on first floor provided. 
21. Other bedrooms located on second floor. 
22. Sleeping porch provided. 
Storage 
23. Closet provided in each bedroom. 
24. Linen closet provided. 
25. Rear closet provided. 
26. Front closet provided. 
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Table 4. Percentage of positive responses of farmhouses to standards 
by decades 
Criteria 1900-1909 1910-1919 1920-1930 Total 
SQatial RelationshiQs 
1a 4 (44.4%) 21 (53.8%) 19 (63.3%) 44 (56.4%) 
2 8 (88.8%) 35 (89.7%) 27 (90.0%) 70 (89.7%) 
3 8 (88.8%) 35 (89.7%) 20 (66.6%) 63 (80.7%) 
4 3 (33.3%) 35 (89.7%) 28 (93.3%) 66 (84.6%) 
5 9 (100%) 32 (82.0%) 23 (76.6%) 64 (82.0%) 
6 6 (66.6%) 32 (82.0%) 23 (76.6%) 61 (78.2%) 
Kitchen 
7 0 29 (74.3%) 26 (86.6%) 55 (70.5%) 
8 0 11 (28.2%) 17 (56.6%) 28 (35.8%) 
9 1 (11.1%) 20 (51.2%) 13 (43.3%) 34 (43.5%) 
10 6 (66.6%) 31 (39.7%) 23 (76.6%) 60 (76.9%) 
11 9 (100%) 35 (89.7%) 28 (93.3%) 71 (91.0%) 
Living Room 
12 1 (11.1%) 18 (46.1%) 26 (86.6%) 45 (57.6%) 
13 0 8 (20.5%) 9 (30.0%) 17 (21.7%) 
Office 
14 0 8 (20.5%) 9 (30.0%) 17 (21.7%) 
Bathroom 
15 4 (44.4%) 36 (92.3%) 30 (100%) 70 (89.7%) 
16 0 6 (15.3%) 2 ( 6.6%) 8 (10.2%) 
17 0 14 (35.8%) 7 (23.3%) 21 (26.9%) 
18 4 (44.4%) 23 (58.9%) 19 (63.3%) 46 (58.9%) 
Bedroom 
19 8 (88.8%) 26 (66.6%) 19 (63.3%) 53 (67.9%) 
20 9 (100%) 28 (71.7%) 16 (53.3%) 53 (67.9%) 
21 9 (100%) 30 (76.9%) 25 (83.3%) 64 (82.0%) 
22 0 5 ( 6.4%) 6 (20.0%) 11 (14.1%) 
Storage 
23 9 (100%) 34 (87.1%) 30 (100%) 73 (93.5%) 
24 3 (33.3%) 18 (46.1%) 17 (56.6%) 38 (48.7%) 
25 1 (11.1%) 12 (30.7%) 11 (36.6%) 24 (30.7%) 
26 2 (22.2%) 13 (33.3%) 17 (56.6% 32 (41.0%) 
aCorresponding number of standards listed in Table 3. 
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By the end of the decade, of the nine farmhouses published between 
1900 and 1909, three (33%) scored positively on 50% or more of the 
standards listed. Six (66%) of the farmhouses scored below 50%, with 
the lowest receiving a score of 6 (23%). The farmhouses proposed during 
this decade were the lowest scoring, or least influenced, of any 
evaluated. 
Thirty-nine farmhouses were published between 1910 and 1919. 
Twenty-eight (71.7%) exhibited 50% or more of the reformer's standards. 
Eleven (28.2%) of the farmhouses proposed during this time period scored 
positively on less than half of the design standards. The farmhouses 
proposed during this decade showed a considerably higher correlation 
between the plans and the farmhouse standards. 
Thirty farmhouse plans were published between 1920 and 1930. 
Twenty-seven (90%) of them revealed the presence of at least half of 
the design standards, leaving only three (10%) farmhouse proposals 
scoring under 50%. This was the most highly responsive decade of the 
time period studied. 
Six standards were found to be associated with general spatial 
relationships. The relationship between the kitchen and its associated 
spaces were particularly well-defined. According to the reformers, a 
transitional space for washing off dirt and hanging coats and other work 
clothes was a necessity in the farm home, and the location of this space 
was to be near both the kitchen and rear entrance. Of the farmhouses 
proposed between 1900 and 1909, four (44.4%) provided a washroom near 
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the kitchen; while of the farmhouses proposed between 1910 and 1919, 
21 (53.8%) had a washroom and 19 (63.3%) of the farmhouses proposed 
between 1920 and 1930 did. 
The kitchen was also to be placed in near proximity to the dining 
room in order to reduce the effort required for the serving of food. 
This was the case in eight (88.8%) of the farmhouses (1900-1909), 3S 
(89.7%) of the farmhouses (1910-1919), and 27 (90.0%) of the farmhouses 
(1920-1930). 
Another standard which was related to the configuration of the 
rooms of the farmhouse was the requirement for good ventilation. While 
many spaces were specified individually to have good ventilation, the 
reformers also noted the importance of positioning openings so that good 
ventilation would be promoted between spaces. Eight (88.8%) of the 
farmhouses (1900-1909), 35 (89.7%) of the farmhouses (1910-1919), and 
20 (66.6%) of the farmhouses (1920-1930) were judged as having good 
overall ventilation. 
The presence of a bathroom with a toilet, which was unanimously 
deemed a requirement by all reformers, was also recommended; and it was 
thought to be best located near the sleeping quarters of the farmhouse. 
Only three (33.3%) of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909 met 
this requirement, but 3S (89.7%) of the farmhouses from 1910 through 
1919 and 28 (93.3%) of the farmhouses from 1920 through 1930 included 
a bathroom near the bedrooms. 
The reformers also stipulated that the stairs to the basement be 
placed inside the house and near the kitchen and rear entry to best make 
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the laundry facilities and vegetable storage area accessible to the 
woman of the house. All of the farmhouses in the 1900 through 1909 time 
period had the stairs to the basement in this location. Thirty-two 
(82.0%) of the farmhouses from 1910 through 1919 and 23 (76.6%) of the 
farmhouses proposed between 1920 and 1930 also exhibited this standard. 
Finally, the reformers specified that covered porches be placed 
carefully so as not to reduce the amount of natural light allowed to 
enter the house. Although covered porches continued to be recommended 
as extensions of the living spaces in farmhouses, the large continuous 
porches that wrapped around several sides of large nineteenth-century 
houses were not thought to be compatible with the modern farmhouse. 
Six (66.6%) of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909, 32 (82.0%) 
of the farmhouses (1910-1919), and 23 (76.6%) of the farmhouses of 1920 
through 1930 limited the placement of their covered porches according 
to the movement's standard. 
The standards for design associated specifically with the farm 
kitchen that could be determined from a floor plan numbered five; more 
standards than were identified for any other space in the farmhouse. 
Historically, the farm kitchen was a large room capable of containing 
the necessary space and equipment for many activities. The reformers 
discovered that an overabundance of space created additional work for 
the woman of the farm because a greater distance was created between 
equipment. Instead, they recommended a more compact room which allowed 
no more than 12'-0" between the various "work centers." Also in the 
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interest of saving the woman's energy were recommendations for the 
inclusion of built-in cabinets in the kitchen so that the need for a 
pantry would be e1iminated. 2 Instead of being an asset, the reformers 
viewed the pantry as unnecessarily segregated from the work area, 
necessitating additional effort by the person in charge of food 
preparation. Butlers' pantries, which were located between the kitchen 
and the dining room, were discouraged for the same reason and also 
because they placed greater distance between the kitchen and dining 
room. 
Another aspect of the large nineteenth-century farm kitchen 
re-evaluated by the reformers was ,the control of traffic through the 
kitchen. The smaller, modern farm kitchen did not allow space for 
traffic to cross the work space, and the reduction of openings allowed 
for greater wall space for the built-in cabinetry. 
Good ventilation was considered a necessity in the kitchen for the 
purpose of releasing the heat and humidity created by cooking, canning, 
baking, cleaning, etc. Accessibility to the rear porch was to be 
provided, partly to provide increased ventilation and also because the 
woman of the farm spent a great deal of time in the farm yard and 
outbuildings tending to hens, separating cream, etc., and direct access 
to the work space in the home was recommended. 
Of the nine farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909, none of the 
kitchens met the standard which placed work centers less than 12'-0" 
from one another and none of the kitchens provided built-in cabinetry. 
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Only one kitchen exhibited a sensitivity to reducing the number of 
openings and traffic paths in the kitchen. Six of the kitchens provided 
adequate cross-ventilation. All of them had access to the farmhouse's 
rear porch. 
The decade of 1910 through 1919 saw a greater sensitivity to the 
reform standards in the area of the kitchen. Of the 39 farmhouses pub-
lished during this time period, 29 (74.3%) were of an overall size that 
would place work centers less than 12'-0" from one another. Eleven 
(28.2%) provided built-in cabinets to replace the need for pantries. 
Twenty (51.2%) of the kitchens provided unbroken work spaces. 
Thirty-one (79.4%) were cross-ventilated, and 35 (89.7%) had access to 
the rear porch. 
The farmhouses that were proposed between 1920 and 1930 continued 
to reveal a higher correlation between the standards and the floor 
plans. Twenty-six (86.6%) out of 30 farmhouses had kitchens with work 
centers less than 12'-0" apart, and 17 (56.6%) had built-in cabinets. 
Only 13 (43.3%) of the kitchens provided unbroken work spaces for the 
woman of the farm. Twenty-three (76.6%) of the kitchens were cross-
ventilated, and 28 (93.3%) were directly accessible to the rear porch. 
The reform standards for the living room of the farmhouse were much 
less clearly definable. Most suggestions for the living area were 
associated with the provision of adequate space for privacy and enter-
taining and the appropriate placement furnishings which allowed main-
taining a clean environment. However, these standards could not be used 
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to evaluate a published floor plan. However, the inclusion of a 
fireplace in the living room for aesthetic purposes was highly 
recommended by the reformers and was included as part of the evaluation. 
Also included was the recommendation that a living porch be accessible 
to the living room for use during the summer months. 
Of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909, only one (11.1%) 
included a fireplace in its living room, and none of them had side 
porches accessible. Contrastingly, from 1910 through 1919, 18 (46.1%) 
of the farmhouses had fireplaces, and eight (20.5%) had side porches. 
The farmhouses of 1920 through 1930 included 26 (86.6%) fireplaces and 
nine (30.0%) side porches. 
The development of a space which was devoted exclusively to the 
administration of the farm business was unique to farmhouse design and 
a strongly recommended standard by the reformers. They suggested that 
a separate room with a desk and file for correspondence, transactions, 
and record keeping be included on the first floor of the farmhouse. 
None of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909 had specific 
offices included as part of their floor plans. Eight (20.5%) farmhouses 
in the 1910 through 1919 time period had offices designated, and nine 
(30.0%) of the farmhouses (1920-1929) had an office. 
The inclusion of a bathroom in farmhouse design was unanimously 
promoted by the reformers, preferably placed on an exterior wall so that 
a window could be included for light and ventilation. Only four (44.4%) 
of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909 included a bathroom. 
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However, 36 (92.3%) of the farmhouses from 1910 through 1919 had at 
least one bathroom. All of the farmhouses proposed after 1920 were 
planned with bathrooms. All of these percentages were much higher than 
the statistics for existing farmhouses during these time periods. 
In large farmhouses that included spaces for hired help, it was 
also recommended that a second bathroom also be provided for their use. 
However, none of the farmhouses (1900-1909), only six (15.3%) of the 
farmhouses (1910-1919), and two (6.6%) of the farmhouses (1920-1930) 
were designed with second bathrooms, implying that the expense of the 
space, plumbing, and fixtures for a second bathroom made its inclusion 
a luxury to most farmers despite the anticipated health benefits. 
Another recommended space associated with sanitation in the farm-
house was a permanent laundry area where the washing machine, tubs, and 
iron and ironing board could remain, even when not in use. Again, none 
of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909 specified a laundry 
area. Fourteen (35.8%) of the farmhouses from 1910 through 1919 and 
seven (23.3%) farmhouses from 1920 through 1930 specified laundry 
spaces. 
A washroom with a sink and lockers or a closet for coat storage 
was also to be provided for use by the hired help, as well as the farmer 
himself. A more widely accepted standard, four (44.4%) of the 
farmhouses (1900-1909), 23 (58.9%) of the farmhouses (1910-1919), and 
19 (63.3%) of the farmhouses (1920-29) included washrooms. 
Standards for bedrooms were also identified by the reformers. They 
specified that all bedrooms have cross-ventilation. Eight (88.8%) of 
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the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909 complied. Twenty-six 
(66.6%) of the farmhouses proposed between 1910 through 1919 and 19 
(63.3%) of the farmhouses (1920-1930) had cross-ventilation. Part of 
the relatively low scores associated with this standard can be 
attributed to the large number of bungalows and semi-bungalows that 
comprised the sample. The steep pitch of the roofs of this house type 
reduced the opportunity for placing windows on two different walls of 
the bedrooms. 
In two-story farmhouses, it was thought best to have the bedrooms 
grouped together and located on the second floor, with the exception 
of one bedroom for persons in the farmhouse who were ill or elderly. 
All of the farmhouses proposed during the time period of 1900-1909 met 
both of these standards. Twenty-eight (71.7%) of the farmhouses 
proposed between 1910 and 1919 had a bedroom located on the first floor, 
and 30 (76.9%) had all or all but one of their bedrooms on the second 
floor. Sixteen (53.3%) of the farmhouses from 1920 through 1930 had 
a bedroom on the first floor, and 25 (83.3%) of them located all or all 
but one of their bedrooms on the second floor. 
A screened sleeping porch was also recommended for use during the 
summer. However, this standard was rarely exhibited by any of the 
farmhouses. None of the farmhouses from 1900 through 1909 included a 
sleeping porch. Only five (6.4%) of the farmhouses proposed between 
1910 through 1919 had a sleeping porch. Six (20.0%) of the farmhouses 
(1920-1930) also included sleeping porches. 
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The final areas specifically addressed by the reformers were 
associated with architectural storage, or built-in closets. During the 
nineteenth-century, it was not uncommon to construct farmhouses without 
closets, but the reformers recommended them highly. They also recom-
mended that closets be placed in the most advantageous position 
possible. A closet in each bedroom was considered a necessity by the 
movement. All of the farmhouses proposed between 1900 and 1909 and also 
1920 through 1930 included a closet in every bedroom. Thirty-four 
(87.1%) of the farmhouses from 1910 through 1919 had closets in the 
bedrooms. 
A closet for bedding or linens was recommended to be located near 
the bathroom and sleeping quarters. Three (33.3%) of the farmhouses 
(1900-1909), 18 (46.1%) of the farmhouses (1910-1919), and 17 (56.6%) 
of the farmhouses (1920-1930) obliged. 
Also, the reformers suggested that a coat closet be placed near 
each entrance of the farmhouse. A closet was placed near the rear 
entrance in one (11.1%) of the farmhouses (1900-1909), 12 (30.7%) of 
the farmhouses (1910-1919), and 11 (36.6%) of the farmhouses 
(1920-1930). Closets near front entrances were mere common with two 
(22.2%) of the farmhouses (1900-1909) having one, 13 (33.3%) of the 
farmhouses (1910-1919), and 17 (56.6%) of the farmhouses (1920-1930) 
designed with a front closet. 
In the interest of general comparison of the areas of the 
farmhouses between the decades, an overall average has been determined 
for each area of the farmhouse. This is illustrated by Table 5. 
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Table 5. General percentages representing the composite scores of 
positive responses to standards for each farmhouse's rooms 
by decade 
Area 1900-1909 1910-1919 1920-1930 Total 
--------------------%--------------------
Spatial 
relationship 70.3 81.1 77.7 78.6 
Kitchen 35.5 64.5 71.2 63.5 
Living Room 5.5 33.3 58.3 39.6 
Office 20.5 30.0 21. 7 
Bathroom 22.2 50.5 48.3 46.4 
Bedroom 72.2 55.4 54.9 57.9 
Storage 41.6 49.3 62.4 53.4 
With the exception of two areas, the average scores increased as 
anticipated with each passing decade. The bedrooms of the farmhouses 
scored highest with regard to the movement's design standards, perhaps 
because the standards demanded less drastic changes. However, the bed-
rooms were also one area of the farmhouse which failed to exhibit an 
increasing correlation with the standards as the time period of the 
movement progressed. The average score of the bedrooms proposed between 
1900 and 1909 was 72.2%. This high percentage can perhaps be attributed 
to the fact that the large early farmhouses very often had bedrooms 
placed at the corners of the second floor for cross-ventilation and a 
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bedroom on the first floor. The percentages for bedrooms in 1910-1919 
and 1920-1930 were 55.4% and 54.9%, respectively; lower because of the 
introduction of the bungalow, which was usually one-story in height, 
and the semi-bungalow, which usually failed to provide windows on more 
than one bedroom wall due to the steep pitch of the roof. 
The number of kitchens exhibiting the presence of the standards 
between 1900 and 1909 averaged 35.5%; not an overwhelming show of the 
movement's influence. However, by the 1910 through 1919 time period, 
kitchens scored 56.6% and increased to 71.2% from 1920 through 1930. 
This gradual display of reform characteristics in farmhouses was typical 
because of the time required for the information to become distributed 
and distilled by persons designing rural housing. 
This same trend of gradually increasing scores was also revealed 
in living rooms, offices, and the storage areas of the farmhouses. 
Contrastingly, percentages for bathrooms decreased slightly in the 1920-
1930 time period because the smaller farmhouses of this decade rarely 
had second bathrooms and did not always include specific laundry areas. 
In general, these percentages reveal a steadily increasing presence 
of the reform standards of farmhouse design, although the majority of 
the percentages are between 50 and 75% and do not necessarily represent 
a strong influence by the movement. However, the scoring was aimed at 
comparing the various areas of the farmhouses and gave equal weight to 
each of the reform standards. In the literature of the reformers, this 
was not necessarily the case. 
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Results of farmhouse evaluation according to reform principles 
To best reflect the extent to which the principles most advocated 
by the reformers were present in the farmhouse plans, each standard was 
also evaluated according to the principle(s) which motivated it. 
Therefore, if a standard was recommended by the reformers for more than 
one reason, it was weighted more heavily than the others. For example, 
the standard which recommends that the kitchen be provided with adequate 
ventilation does so because fresh air was believed to be extremely 
healthful and also because ventilation in the kitchen allowed for 
greater temperature control which promoted comfort. 
Figure 1 illustrates the association of the standards of design 
with the reform principles which motivated their recommendations. The 
standards most associated with the principle of healthfulness are those 
that require the provision of adequate ventilation (3, 10, 15, 19, and 
22); recommendations for the inclusions of plumbing (4, 15, 16, and 18); 
and the standard which prescribed unlimited natural light in the 
farmhouse (6). 
The step-saving principle was represented by most of the standards 
which dealt with spatial relationship (1, 2, 4, and 5); standards which 
limited the size and traffic flows in the kitchen (7, 8, 9, and 11), 
the placement of porches (13), the provision of appropriately placed 
laundry and washroom facilities (17 and 18), the location of bedrooms 
(20 and 21), and the placement of storage areas (24, 25, and 26). 
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Principle H SS C C A 
a 6, 15,16 4,18 19,22 
Healthfulness 
19 
2,5,7 1,8,17 l3,21 13 
Step-saving 
9,11,20 24,25,26 
14,23 
Convenience 
3,10 
Comfort 
12 
Aesthetics 
aCorresponding number of standard as listed in Table 3. 
Figure 1. The reform movement's design principles and their associated 
design standards for farmhouses 
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The principle of convenience related most closely to standards 
which dealt with storage (1, 8, 14, 23, 24, 25, and 26) and also with 
the provision of a permanent laundry area (17). 
Comfort motivated the standards that recommended temperature con-
trol through ventilation (3, 10, 13, 19, 21, and 22). 
The only standards which addressed aesthetics were associated with 
the atmosphere of the living room and the availability of a living porch 
(12 and 13). 
The evaluation of the farmhouses in terms of the presence of the 
reform principles revealed a greater reflection of the movement's influ-
ence on the design of farmhouses. This is illustrated by Table 6 which 
compares the results of the first evaluation with the second, revealing 
the higher percentages. Figure 2 illustrates the total scores for each 
of the 78 floor plans evaluated. 
Utilizing the second set of statistics, it becomes evident that 
the reform principles were reflected in well over 50% of most of the 
areas of the farmhouses, although they usually became more predominant 
with the passing of time. Also, certain areas of the farmhouses were 
affected more dramatically than others. 
The results of the evaluation of the relationships between spaces 
in the farmhouses scored well in all three decades, but the decade 
1910-1919 was the highest scoring. This is explained by the fact that 
the early farmhouses were usually quite large and the late quite small. 
The farmhouses of 1910-1919 tended to include the number of spaces 
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Table 6. Comparison of total percentages of positive responses to 
standards associated with each area of the farmhouses by 
decade 
1900-1909 1910-1919 1920-1930 
Area 1sta 2ndb 1st 2nd 1st 2nd 
--------------------------%--------------------------
Spatial 
Relationship 70.3 77.7 81.1 90.1 77.7 88.2 
Kitchen 35.5 48.8 64.5 86.1 71.2 122.4 
Living Room 5.5 5.5 33.3 53.8 58.3 88.3 
Office 20.5 20.5 30.0 30.0 
Bathroom 22.2 22.2 50.5 59.5 48.3 54.1 
Bedroom 72.2 119.4 55.4 96.1 54.9 96.6 
Storage 41.6 58.3 49.3 76.8 62.4 99.9 
apercentages resulting from straight evaluation of plans by 
standards. 
bpercentages resulting from evaluations of plans by standards as 
applied to design principles. 
considered necessary by the reformers and would thus score highly in 
terms of the arrangements between spaces. 
Scores for kitchens were on the average quite low (48.8%) in the 
early decade, but a dramatic increase was realized after 1910, perhaps 
because the kitchen became an increasingly important subject of discus-
sion by the reformers. 
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Figure 2. Total scores for farmhouses as per evaluation by design 
principles 
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Although the living room was only evaluated on two points, an 
increase in influence across the time period is again evident. These 
two points of evaluation (the inclusion of a fireplace and the accessi-
bility of a side porch) reveal the reformer's belief in the popular 
aesthetic concept of the modern house. Both of these criteria are the 
requirements of a cottage-type modern house such as the bungalow and 
the colonial cottage and, by 1920, were present in high percentages of 
the farmhouses evaluated. 
The presence of an office in the farmhouse was recommended by the 
reformers, but the idea was not strongly exemplified in the proposed 
designs. Although the appearance of offices in the plans increased 
between 1910 and 1930, an office was included in less than one-third 
of the farmhouses studied. This requirement was, perhaps, too much of 
a luxury for the average farmer to have included it regularly in his 
farmhouse. Also, it cannot be determined from the floor plans if an 
area of the living room or dining room was furnished with a desk and 
served as an alternate space for the farmer's administrative duties. 
The scores for the bathrooms were also lower than those for other 
spaces but were, on the whole, quite high compared to the documented 
existing conditions of most farmhouses. The most highly scoring decade 
for bathrooms was 1910-1919 when the proposed farmhouses studied were 
regularly fitted with modern plumbing and were also still large enough 
to include all of the recommended spaces. 
The bedrooms, as previously stated, were extremely well-scoring, 
particularly in the first decade. However, the evaluation of the 
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bedroom spaces in terms of the reform principles reveal much higher 
percentages for 1910-1919 and 1920-1930, suggesting that the most 
important of the reformer's recommendations were indeed accommodated 
in the proposed designs. 
Recommendations for storage were followed increasingly across the 
time period, with nearly 100% of the farmhouses of 1920-1930 exhibiting 
the suggested storage facilities. 
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Endnotes 
1"Farm Building Runs Into Huge Sums Annually," American Builder 
28 (February, 1920): 96. 
2The term which evolved to describe the inclusion of built-in cup-
boards in the kitchen was "cabinet kitchen." 
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SUMMARY 
This research has focused on two major areas: (1) the identifi-
cation of a rurally-oriented branch of the housing reform movement, and 
(2) the evaluation of this movement's influence on the proposed 
farmhouse designs of the same time period. The results of the research 
have revealed an active network of reformers who specifically addressed 
the improvement of farmhouse design. Also, a moderately high correla-
tion between the reformer's recommended design standards and farmhouse 
designs published in journals between 1900 and 1930 was established, 
suggesting a direct influence by the housing reform movement on persons 
proposing designs. 
In a broader context, the identification of a rural branch of the 
housing reform movement had not previously been established. However, 
motivated by the documented primitive rural living conditions and the 
mental suffering of rural women, groups of home economists, club 
workers, and writers for popular magazines organized for the purpose 
of promoting rural domestic modernization. 
Both literature and verbal instruction were utilized by the 
reformers in the spread of the rural reform message. The various 
subgroups of reformers used these methods to reach the rural population 
across the country. Although their surveys sometimes revealed the 
regions of the country most in need of improvement, rural reform 
standards, which were derived from the principles of healthfulness, 
step-saving, convenience, aesthetics, and comfort, were intended to be 
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applied nationally to promote the general modernization of farmhouses. 
Identification of the rural reformer's design principles and subsequent 
specific design standards for farmhouses is an initial step in under-
standing the planning concepts behind early twentieth century 
farmhouses; a subject which had not previously been examined in much 
detail. 
Although a correlation between the design standards and the 
proposed farmhouse designs was identified by this research, it was also 
revealed that this was not necessarily the case initially. The farm-
houses published between 1900 and 1909 only correlated with slightly 
more than half of the design standards on average. This was not unex-
pected because little time had been allowed for the message to spread. 
Also, because a lack of documentation made it difficult to assess the 
extent to which the proposed farmhouses were improved in comparison to 
the existing farmhouses, it is likely that the inclusion of 50% of the 
design standards still marked a decided influence by the movement's 
principles. 
The decade of 1910 through 1919 saw a large increase in the corre-
lation between the proposed farmhouses and the design standards (nearly 
70%), suggesting a more drastic influence of the movement on farmhouse 
designers. By the end of this decade, a much larger quantity of reform 
literature had become available to farmers and other persons who were 
likely to submit farmhouse designs to journals. Extension programs, 
such as the Cornell Reading-Course, were operating during most of this 
decade, supplying many of the design standards used for evaluation. 
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During this time period, many of the architects who submitted plans to 
the journals acknowledged that they realized that farmhouses had 
specialized requirements that had not previously been taken into 
consideration. 
The decade of 1920 to 1930 revealed the highest correlation of the 
time periods studied. An average of more than 80% of the standards were 
included in the designs evaluated. The plans during this decade were 
fully modernized, always including a bathroom and a modern, efficient 
kitchen. In comparison to the existing farmhouses which were documented 
through surveys, the proposed farmhouses were dramatically improved in 
the extent to which they exhibited the reform principles. 
With one exception, the individual areas of the farmhouse revealed 
the highest level of influence by the movement during the 1920-1930 time 
period. The kitchen, which had been the focus of much of the reform 
information, scored highest of all areas of the farmhouse during this 
decade, reflecting the particular importance of the principles of 
healthfulness and step-saving. The living room, bedrooms, and storage 
requirements were also met to a high degree. Only one-third of the 
proposed farmhouses included offices; the lowest scoring of the areas 
of the home. However, because the office was the only prescribed area 
which was unique to the farmhouse, the presence of this space in 
one-third of the plans is more significant when considered in this 
respect. The space that did not receive the highest score between 1920 
and 1930 was the bathroom, primarily because the farmhouses of this time 
period were usually smaller than they had previously been, and second 
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bathrooms, washrooms, and laundry facilities were not always present. 
Contrastingly, the 1920 through 1930 time period was the first instance 
of a bathroom being included in 100% of the plans. 
On the whole, the reform standards were directed at larger farm-
houses which were occupied by large families and sometimes hired help 
as well. Two-story houses capable of being planned or zoned through 
the use of the reform principles were obviously the preferred house form 
of the movement. These larger houses were also thought to be better 
ventilated and more suitable to hot climates than were one-story houses. 
The reduction in the sizes of dwellings which occurred most 
predominantly around 1920 resulted in lower scoring farmhouses in the 
last decade of the sample. 
Although this research did not consider economic factors as a part 
of the evaluation, they seem to have impacted the influence of the 
housing reform movement. Smaller, standardized house forms gained in 
prominence during the time period studied and were preferred after 1930. 
Some of the reform movement's recommendations required re-evaluation 
at that time because hired help was less likely to reside in the 
smaller farmhouses and further changes in technology altered the kind 
of work that both the farmer and the woman of the farm did. Also after 
1930, very few new farmhouses were proposed in the journals due to 
dismal economic conditions. Instead, improvement through remodeling 
became the cause of the reformers. The radical design changes proposed 
by the reformers became modified in terms of the limitations of 
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remodeling over new construction. and the period of the housing reform 
movement ended. having reached a point when their standards became the 
expectations of the designers of farmhouses in most of the major aspects 
of farmhouse design. 
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APPENDIX 1: SAMPLES OF PUBLISHED FARMHOUSE 
PLANS FROM HISTORIC JOURNALS 
The first article is an example of the published results of a farm-
house competition sponsored by Carpentry and Building. Each entry (as 
published) included front and side elevations, floor plans, construc-
tion details, and specifications. 
The second article is an example of a farmhouse floor plan which 
was one of several submitted to Successful Farming by the same archi-
teet. These plans were available to subscribers through the journal. 
The third and fourth articles are examples of farmhouses which were 
designed and published by American Builder's staff. The designs were 
presented in varying levels of detail. Number three is a simple floor 
plan, perspective drawing, and written description; while number four 
includes those components as well as a page of additional interior 
details. 
Article One: 
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I" flgutl·,l t'UUlplt·re. exCt'pt w('11 IIml wind mltl. Tlwr4' 
nrp. II. ~'NIII III:IIIY wcll~ nil') wlntl 111111111 In hJ~ ".'CUtllt nf 
tJlt~ CfJll11fr~·. r!lr pIIJIII'IIIl: wflf,'r fur "'Hf'k IIn,l dl)lIu'!'Ilk 
UI'C" nnfl 111!4 (11:111 hi tl) rumwet a '2·IIII'h Illpe from tlit' 
hnUM t,\ II,,' whut tulU 1.,,,Hl' nl the well nUll pmnp the 
,,'nttt'r to.1. hUlk. In tlu· :luh·. The nutltnr MUth.~ tlm.t he 
1ml'f lIOe\'rr:ll ,,1:1111:01 fit tlds klrul Inst:1ltC'd. ,:;h'luJ: ('xl",-IIt'nt 
a:lfl!4(Uf:If,llI. 
"fJw t '''111 III ill, ... • fit .\ w:arfl. In rnmnu·ntlng "pon thl!ll 
dt..,.h::no ",nltl III tllt·ir rl'p.,rt: .. ,.he fl~h:nfOr lUl!'t J:h'pn 
nl1l1"h thcHlt:ht hi the· tJ""!'4lton of run\"'t'nt'·n( .... a" 1\t· haM 
f" .. ,,'I,II"I'1 :r .lIr",'t "1I11":IIwft (ur the In."n tu n NNHn wJwru 
fll"'" ~":III wash nn,l '""':lU tit) nfl.l. It w,,...,..,,nry. pn!'l.!C 
.Urf'{'lh· In lIu'lr rll"ffI~ un .11f· lU'f'flllt1 ,I, •• r IH'(art' pull·r ... 
In;: 'h~ .t1nln;: rl,uHl t,Jr tlu·ir IIH'JI1K. 711,')' NUl ulM4f 
t"ncb the dtn'n~ room Ilh .. ~tl1 fmm thf' wft"hrnnm nn,t 
wlthont ~olnJ: thron~h tht" kltchf'n. "'1II<-h I~ n ~r('nt 
oln\'pnh'I1N' In n hOl1"(" fit 'lih. kind. ThC're Is R I;lrr;:p 
1):1nlry. wltll .lr'·:oI~I·r (ut" ,I1!'1IIt"~ nlul ftour nu,1 IIII'nt hlll~; 
nlZ60 nn rll1ll'le tltor.,ruOIII , •• r MUVl)I"-~ R1U\ !:StorM r'>r 
t:lrm 1I"~~ The rt"lr ",hllrw:IY 11'1 \"l·ry t:'.u\,t:"lJh~nt to 
tilt!' 1IIt".fs rOllIll! :11111 Uu"re I~ n sftl~ purch ("r th~ belp 
Illul n Inilit Oll~ tor IIIl" (:l1l1l1y:' 
'l'h.! "'pt'('Hh.'nUt)1J8. 1I!'1 HIIII1Ultt ... t fly the:- nHthelr or th~ 
lh~h;no nr~ ftK tolluw~: 
"tune "'orM. 
... \11 stCllle wnllM :nul '''/)thlJ!~ nr." tu 1)(' Inl,. tn J.:'r:ttle 
line with b. J:')f)ll 1)t1:1U1y .,( ;:my rul1111e ~lfJl1f" 111M In the 
ht"~l or Ihup au" tI~tl(l lUlI"Ulr, 1",lu,,',1 1'~ht '\lIIh 'll~hla:­
~ttll out. .\11 \\':111" :11",,'," 1:1':1,1,· (lit "JOt'lf!'"f'" (routs Inltl 
In pnmllrJ ('ullr"(·,,, or 1I:IIIIIIU'r ,1 ... ·:".;(',1 r"hhl,! atune 
(rum ~ .. I("{"tPcI rnhhlf'; f'f':u' I"' 1'., .. ,',1 w:1I1 rllbfll., 1\'orl., 
.\11 l~XpU~l"" wnll!'4 1~·11I,·1I .... I .. ,·t! tll';III:-o ""inl",1 with , .... 
IIWIlt. .\11 cellnr tJlH'ulfig ~IIIM ... ·Inrh lln~!ltoue~ cod 
d,nte thl" !'tollllf", t)11 :1I"~'Hllnl or • lit' Ilr,'" dlmnte or th~ 
!-\I llt (0 rruMt pruur wnll:i 110t r"'luln·.t. 4 ',·lIar tJOf)r~ 
Ib~~l'" with 3-lncl1 I:rny rt";:~llItI,! tn'lhlt'tl In snud au'. 
JUJrUIi ("t\lllt·ul"' ..... 
IIrlrk 'U"nlfk. 
C..Jt:lr (lnrtlllon wnl1~ nn.l "11111111",. In he lold up o( 
1101,1) hnrllMI h:m.1 111:111.· Ilrh-k. 11''',,"1') tllt'k t)(')hllf',I; 
thlf'M h. 1)f~ l'ln'h~rl .. J ~fIlootll (ruHI IH,IllItIl to tnl'. center 
Un'! to he \1~l'l' for venUlalvl' (ur .... lll.:hc.lI. 
Lalh aad PI •• t.,,,ln ... 
1-"'r~t nn,1 lI''''Cond floor!" nnd ( .. -IlIIH!'R In rt:'JJllr!l!l lalhed 
wllh ... ·(.Hlt ~I)ft tllUe Xo. 1 In1h. ('l~lInr t·t'mn~~ UUt> ~flt 
""III"Ut pl:r .. "·r, 'run-I'''''' ~1H'N,'h. "'"n t1n.1t nllt' M('('nnd 
UUllrM ,,1"!Ott,·r .... (hrulI,a.:llHlIl wllh Ilu· .·ItIl!'i"lItlntcd 1'"IAS~ 
I"r t"'IJII':lny ("'''If'1I1 I.I:I""·r HfIIl ",hlt'f'U IUII-.I flnlsht,AII. 
On 1I''''n1'nt fir lh •• tUrrt-rl""'''' h.·lw ... ,u ")fmnte hfOre 
:nul In 'h~ l':';'u'(ern ~I;",·,.. we ,tn nut hat·\~ plush·r onr 
h,IUMI·". 
r.ID"n ••• 4 '''."._.I",.st. 
TIH' ullt",It)C of h""MC knlft! pult!t'tl nIH) pnlnted three 
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rOllls, nalo.: "'ontlrunu'!'4 1111""4'(1 011 nthl Cnrt(~r'8 whlt~ 
l~nd. In tWI) ~nlor"" ... :u.h trilllllu'tl till' thlnl ('(Jlur. nout. 
8'llllllt'l e'nool'w ("rrOfoOllCn 111111110:10 A(lIln. 1\\'0 coni !III: ont .. 
liltlta ot doone J,:'1"1liuPll in uuk :lllli l'nrnIJIIIIt"41. ,-\11 uh"tul 
W(lrk. Ht rou(lII two ('lIals lIIillf'rnl 1,:lIot. Th~ ln~hle 
tbrouJ{liollt to hnn' nil" ('ul1r whlh, 1oI11.·lhac."; ,.:uulVfllu."r 
lIJ:htly nllel now' (m two ('unU, ot tb~ ~hlrtlhr YarnlKh 
Conlilany tran!lpnreut woud llul~h. 
JtJlIlUbiDC. 
Six huntlrrlt :::~IIf1n t I .. oun~~ eO~ll)fl'r ,.In.ntfl.tl\"cl 1\n,-1I 
took to itt' pl:u."l'tl tn nttlt" till tWRvf thulM!rs. ~uJ)pty 
trom wC'U (I'(lm "'hut mill In ~·:\rlt. ~"PI,ly hot nml ('Uill 
wAt~r 'lI nU th:hu'" .. (t'um umk. .\11 1·~t"t"l'" fl"p.,1,. 
plV~ %·Iu~b !'\tnlUt.: (""d, (·\"w,·nl\·.1 l,lllt'''4 ~i·hU'h a::nh-n.· 
nlzt-(.l Iron. Unn~e huUt-r. 4tt J,:allnm~ ):a'\"1\ulZl~l Irun. 
Rathtnb. :') (N't c; tnt~hf'~. ~h'f'l 1'1:.,1 l'.!·onnrf· rUl'P('r 
ph\ulsbetl Unf'd: l1if'k,') 1)lntrtl Fuller Imth ('uIDl'r('5' 
"un ~k. Sillhon Jt·t wnlt'r clo~t. lC-lm'h ttn3n1l')etl 
IroD .lab and oo\vl coOlblo ... l. Fuller coDlp .... uloD corke, 
olrk~1 plal~. All wft.l" pll"'O 10 .011 ot I.ud. Slol< 10 
tllrbpo, IroD, blue oou" .. I.,d. Soli pIpe, +-Inrb, througb 
root: Ule 10 """'pool, +-Iocb, tlrol !l'mde, ~m ... ol Joint •• 
C ..... pool. tl t .... ! IDal<1e, rouo<1, ~Ot'. to lIIod aDd ,,'ater, 
laId up dry \Vlth burd br"'k. dOIll"" o .. "r \Vllb brIck. 
AU to be properl,. "poted. Ikxpoae<l pluulllln~. 
Par •• e •• 
Th~ turnace to be Il No. ~.~ 1!0Dl~ CollltOrt par/Dill" 
• t....,1 turnnre •• 1 011 brltl< ft.h 1.11: nil pI' .... ot lin CO\·· 
~red wltla aolH'otol. wltla cold nlr duct no<l nlve. nil 
complele: blncl< Jnp:loned ",glllers. 
TI. aa4 Iroa 'Work. 
All ~ttl'f. around bOil"" nnd porcbrs ot I:nlvnnl7."" 
lroD. tormlog croWD mulll. All (]owo "pouts -I·lm'h cor· 
rul!3t"d l!.h'l1olz"", Iruo. l'ur~b ,..,t ot [0 tiD. lint 
.... m. 0"1.,, O\'er ... 11:" wIth "pnd. C"lmn~y O •• hed nl1el 
couoter t1:tllllu:d with tin. Vl1l1e1. Uu. 1-1 luchC!t lVhl~. 
aolderetl. IlII drIp. /la.""I. 
Carp ... ur'. "pee.Dc-.Uo .... 
sm. 2' x 8 Incl •• hf'iljlt~l In mortnr, 
Final nod se<'outl tl,,",r hrnmlll !! :x ]1) Incb--lG·lndl 
Cl'uter~. duuhlf'll uutler nil !'itmlll:l.rtUluu.,:. hU';'Ctl .. In~l4~. 
Apart wlll'n~ Hot .. Ir 1,IIlI'N ,1:\"" tlu"tl\u:h. 
C",I11I1;,t lit-RUIN ~ :c. 4 tudl untl nit In .. ",,· ... tn,l In\rlith'I\" 
2 x .. hu'b ttt}fl\'(',1 11;·11\(..'\1, (.·"uh!\'s, llr~t l!(\Uf lJ\~rlnJ: ~"ul 
lUlrllthmg l~-lll('h ('t'ntl"f1i.. 
",,(h'M4 ~ x tj hu:h-:':l, hwh (,N~h~r;(. W1'" IHll'pur\('tl 
wlth 'tro[\s rrum o\'('r ,-"-nrh,,':K. 
\\"1\11 stuU!\ :.! x 6 ludl-"~·hH'h ("I'Uh'TM. llV'1.I1,ll',1 Qt 
corner" :lll,l ,llwnln:,:s, 
Porch rramh\~ :.! x tl1n{'h Ktna. n1l m:tf"llhw "lzel1. 
.A 11 wnlllo' nllil rovfR btl:lrlll",J tl~ht. HUl'tllCl"tl lJonrllJl: 
nU tf') bo CHJHrailu COlUlliOU hllUltt·r. 
Papcr.-·,,\ 11 w:ll1" nud rootH to he con~rf'd wUh J:rn1 
roMin ,.17.t·tl It:'I"·r. 
SIJ;IIIC.-~hllll" VJ X 0 lm")I" )lIp NifllrllC ., IlJdlf'~ t'''' 
pu,wd til \'I'foutJ .. -r. ~1"xk&111 d(',1r I,hu', wal'l.flw drj·!ool~I'cl. 
Pramcs.--.. \U wIJHlo\V' Crnll1l-" ~1(-:tI":11I f'lf-:lr wlJltt' 
pln,'. axh- (HlU"Yd Rlltl poc.-k{'1~. All oufJoohlt· door trnnll'. 
Hj·II1~ .. h Jumlis rRhh<.-ted tor cloUI pl. 
Cornk ... -'fo be ot )1{,1kl1u C ot,wk. pID''',J; all 
porcb 1",.lft ruuDt! .bIlCIK. !j Incb, ot «'<1w", .. I; porcb .. 
CIOlIcd o"o·rl1".d % 1 3\~ locb 'rOUR stllr c~lI\nl:. 
Shln&lea.-AU bouR. Ilod -; wlllliow roofs Inl<l wllb 
On-a,:ou !'tar cedur siltnl:l"R. lRId ·l';lJ hu~llt.'JI tu tbew('uthttr. 
Ialp" co~or.,1 wllb tin ~blnl:l~B shim;I"'1 In. 
Trim.-Trhll throu;;hvul vf ch'ur '1'"'-X:l.II plnC', Imud 
drl""Re1l, aut! scrnpt."d; lhp tour 1lrlnclpnl rl)OWfi (' .. '10'" 
5·1Ul'h back hOln,lllull cnp trllU-HM ,h·'al1",. The kitchen. 
pnutry, storeroom and Iet.·ond floor '~{'xaM piuu cap trim • 
·n,·hll'h cnNtu::". AU clvSt"tll 4~ln('11 0(. \\'hUe plue 
cDsIDP. All Iuolde door Jambtl 1~H""h ... ~x"s ploc. 
pl.nt 0" 1'Y. x H. r"boot atrlp9. nU"p. l"rpc·lIIt·wl,.,r 00 
low.r Iloor. 00 UIIO'I1II11, 8-lllcll. Wltll tlvor 1II01d; close", 
l).Ind., 00 b ...... 
WainlCotinJt.-Kltch~" wnln.~ol<·J :I teol lth:h, ,n.b 
nllel ":rIb rOllins l\'nluscoll'" -{ teet bl~b. C"I' and Cloor 
muJ,1. 
Sink •• -AII oInk. to be lett 01K'11 bOll{'"lh. Jitt"'" wltb 
{;"ncll rlsc",. drnlu honrdA noll ttl,tll!'l.h hOAr,SR. 
. P"ntry.-I'mllry to lie tit ted \II' wilb work 1;\\)1", Witb 
IJIII:I UUd('f clu.M'd cUI,oonr,l. "·U ur~ Clo~~tR nnd attire-
rOHm with ample number ut tr.h~lYf"M nUll bookf', n11 NlD .. 
plele. 
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.AU IN"~t. .. ft(){)y" 1n h .... 1:tif1 ,,-Uh ~.:.. x r.~f. n~nt th:e 
Coln":lIr., whitt, plne IUlIl(:h~fl Ifonrln..:. hllnd ballt'd. 
Porf"il thtf,r", ~~ x :t~. trwh n~rtlrfll J.:'r:lln T"xnl tI(K)rlnJ:. 
S.:fh.-AII !'(tI!'h p~'!ndr ,,·hlt.· (lIm!', ('('l1ar !!tllldl R. ~. 
J:ln~!t him:,"!,!. huul\l!I :111'( t'ntt"lu"H. .\11 dlf"C"k wltlllow" 
I'i('t with ('h'nr J;tit.~~. 4hmhh' "tr,·nJ:1h. hun;: with cn~t 
Iron wt~lghr~. old ("t'ltl"'r nnf!'Oh Iv('!' In("lc~ :tod 11ft". 
1,'ruot door 1~.i Indlt'~ Ihkk, nll~.h 1IIl')lllt~tl I)IltKlrln. tuot 
II',' 
u __ • 
.'.~:::. . -
bnlust~r". sh'p" 1~~ Inf'h(' .. thld.::, !';'-hlt.'h rise"" ullMlugs 
nnd rov,.. Hack s.cnlrs l"':II\I."h h()mu~tI 81rinJ;:'S. l~·ID("h 
nt)!'I~1 "f('(l~ .... ov~. Grltl !~·Int·h rlJ.wrl't. rt·J1NI !II' on \\'nflh-
fO'l)m shIp. tn hnnd rull hh;llt with %-hu·1t TeX:lH pin.- pur· 
IlIlon Mtntr; thlt. ,ltlL- will IIn\'I! ('unt lind bnt hnok .. 
Mefcwed on tor men's Uf\C. 
» ...... 4 It.II .... '. or ('".,_ 
TIlt" fh·tnltetl "'Mtfmntp ot .:n~t of the vnrlOUM l,ar1~ or 
l1u· ,,"nrlc. J" ftS foil",,"": 
l:lI"Il".Uon. l~.O fl'trd" It ~n~. pt"r' ,. .. rd ..••••.•.. '" .• 
:0;14,"" .. ",k. 7:. I~·r: .. h. Itl'; .... (' .• rnl.bl4' lind n .. ,: I', r·. 
~lnn" whu'" •• \11 ... fhllth,.: an~ ,.. ... 1 lInl .............. . 
F'.:,:"tunfl nMr 10 ~eallr. G:: ... "lInrr. t,·~t, lalJ. at 'c. 
I'I"f (not •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••• '.' ••• ', ,0 
"':",nn l,rlrk 'n r'f'lh,r anti .. 1I1Inn .. ,. lit '>S fll!r ~t ..•••• 0. 
:'tNI '·:ltd. IMIt And plnt""l" •. at :~II·. [U"r ,lIr.l .••.•••• 
$30.00 
I~R.OO 
'.00 
~~.18 
r.8.I>I) 
::::s.OO 
F"nnntfltlI)D. SHtiOD tbroolb FOUDdaUoD. "'aU 
' .. bIlD~A.A. 
S«ttOIl tbroacb rartlUoSl Wan. 
10 C.U.r OQ UDra U Do 
I I . ;r::~·:·;,,; :.) • - ".&(. , 
,. 
POlr.t FJoor. PlH'tlt)a tbroncb P'.,undatlnll 
W.II va 1 .. I.e C Co 
with mil nlel .. 1 lIJ:urc 1(1.... All other dOOr! erCi'pt 
dO""t doo," ~"''Olld lloor I'.'\. IDehes thick. Doon dOWD-
atalrl' tive ftnnel. tbose upstairs tour panco!, aU Q(} ftlll"h~ 
c.morelll wblle (lIne .nlectrd nice J:TIIID tnr 011 IInl.IL 
RolUnlC' dU,hr. 1% lut"hC'So bunc on I'rotu,. bnmccf1I anlt 
.tnot trn('k. UortJ"O JfK'kll throt1J;'hour. Jhll1P1t,n ,~ J~r· 
win'. 'l'ht"'l~1I desl..:n .Inel morthte lock ... old CO(lpt.'f 
nnl.h; bllll(" wllh StaDley (1011."",1 .1l .... 1 hutt. :l~~ x 3~~ 
In~hea and 4 x 4 In~h.~; fnr front door 01<1 "ol'J1t'r nlllob; 
front duor III ha~e night Inle" lock nnd door hell. 
Picture ;lIold.-I'1\1 III' T .. xftO (lIne ynml.I .. " pleture 
mqld tn ttlur T'"Ul'" ,\,.", .. "1,1f.,.,.. 
St.lrtl.-Prunt "tr,lrN "h1lM'''1, w,'dICPfl III'" ~hH'ft 
Itnlrt'l. l'lIfwh.·,1 ral",·!'4 IUU. 8C1rnt~. IIIHJd(·tl lllllUI mil nn.' 
l'allHlnl and yarat.hlac ••.•• , ••••••••.••••••••••••• 1'0.00 
J'luwblnlC. IDChHlf'. NliaflOC.I, erWfr Vll~. taak 10 attle.. 
all V1plal' tu all n.IUf«-1f 10 hilUM ................. 2.~O,OO 
.·arD.(~. toml,lcte. _lib air du('t or nr. and n. trOD •• _, J40.00 
1"", !r",.,.abt'.1 IrBn .(>fk. Kun .. r •• n.1 tt,) .. n .'POUtl.... ~$ 00 
t~"rvrhl.t'II' marulal-Jot M. t~uloudo tr.mlh, aDd 
bttard .. at 'I~ IM:r !\t ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 210.0B 
20 )J. U"'COD ndn .blb"'~!t. lit $3 per Y........... 80.00 
o ~OO toot r",lh. bulldlh" 111~r. Ilt fl. 0 •••• '........ '.410 
~fH~) Iftt )1. ('. L. n. 1_,. ,df1lnJr. It ':''0 ~t ~l.... .•. 40.00 
::'700 (~t Coloradn ~'" I. :i.'ht ft\.tc:h~ ftvnflnl, at $:0 
p<r ~I .......................... _ .. • .. .. .. .. • &4.0/) 
1~f) IInnl tf'~t mllll'n ('Or.,I« .• , ~O~. pu 'uor •• 0..... 3%.00 
, .... lI'If'.'" t"r' (' .. rule-It f~II'f"". at :-.c, pt"r ftlOt......... 'J.:C) 
1:'00 11" .. ,,1 r,. .. , III ... • '· •••• r_. "t 31' .• ffOr t .. nl •••••• , • o. 4.00 
:.!n IInl'.1 r .. ~t • hit''' 1o ... t.I_ .... :h·. t,rr (dlllt.... .•• ..... .nn 
.. nuhll •• ~ s ~ 1111 h,. ... turned, at 11k:.............. .4(\0 
III 
au CAH.Pt!.r..:THY AND .BUILDING 
3d 1I .. ~aJ tf'i~f IMlfC!h ..... 'A'Uhuul tin. Inrludlnl rlr;w •• tpr 
wurk. It .$2.:;u..................................... UtI.fl'Q 
II \. ... II.r wlud.,,,, .. , cumph·te. at $:':':'::. ".u·............. .. lS.tH 
1 _tr duet "Pf'nlolC................................. 1.'"' 
J uUh,de (."",11.,. door. Cf)m"le'....................... 4,:'0 
~ I".hl .. C("thlf tlonr •• rom.,,,·te. at fl................. lUJU 
!I: .. Idt! duon with (:r .• rHmJlI~I# •• t ,!..... . ............ IN.U'' 
... \u.h\. ~.~u· •• "·)'AII"lllb •• at $l.r...................... u':'.r.o 
II loal .... tlnvr •• UltJlttftlr" •• , ,~.......... ••••••••• ••• •• r.tl.4"' 
G (alld ... yonr •• 111 ... tnlr., at 't}....................... 30"K) 
] ut full doorll. d.l"'IIKllllrlll.......................... :!:-•. ltu 
:6 wlnll().· .. CI'IIII'h.t~, :at '1 .•.•••..•. ".".,.,., •..• l"~,uu 
1 8",lr ... y wlndo". Vlr.'.-t"........................ 1"'''"' 
"·lllln .. up p.nl.1. f'Ullll,I •• ,I'. 1110:11111111.:' .... rk, ••..• '.. .. :':;;.'1" 
~h.I"N In t'IOAo!l. :tlld t", •• ro'".-...fU. ... (rl\,It ... \( •• ,.......... \:.tk, 
"'ront _tlllir. In Jlllu .. , •• IndudlllJ( .'"qH·IIIt'r " .. ,-k I....... '::,.111. 
U ... k Kll\lra In IO';U:~fI. hwhl.Ullll I':\rl-nl>,,, ..... r16.... ~\:"o 'M' 
{'.'II,,,· "''''rll In 1I'''"t', ludll.lIlII' ,·,.r."·tllo·,, 'lll.lIrk... Iu HI' 
"·.,,, ..... Itlhl{. \1I\'h. ",",,,hr''''ln. kUd..-......... ,.... :::".IIH 
Ut~J II .. " .. , {.·.·f III ... • ........ lit 'ir, ... -r (, ... 1. ~:I' (H' 
Car1M'IIltor "ur~ ... , frl,ult', .hlll"llult •• 1.I'nl:. ' ... rlll.· .. "Ill, 
l1 .. or ., ..•...•.. , •. , ..••••••.... , .. , ..•.....• ,. ~:, U,"U 
llt.CfOII:tUPOUI It"lnM ..• , •..••••• , ••••••.•..•..• _. ••.. .1" 
T.,.llll ••••••.•.• , .•.•••.••••.•••••••••....•..• '::.I!ls.uu 
A Concrete Court House. 
It lt4 lU'ultuhh' that Hn' ..... 'nr' h"\1~' wbh'h h1'l14 r .... "1·"l· 
Jy 11II'f'1I ''''fUup'''h'1:1:11 )111 ... ,,':1 .. '.;. "., fllr :\'n"'''JlU t~ulility 
will r:tuk lUI filii· tlr 1111· IIIO..-t III1IH,r'lIl1t bulltlJflJ.:K ('\'t'r 
e:ml'ttru\'h~l ("uUr'·"· nr '''-'U'''nt ''tdu·n"tt·. 
Thfl ,-!,puf'rnl (JiIl;I,u""iunM ur til .. • lJulMhu: %Ire It, .• x {).i 
rP('t. In thl' form ut ,III lan',·rh ... 1 rr. It h' two ~lurh'M In 
bl~ht. :.1 t .. "'"t CrnUI 11,,· .:r"lUlli 1,) 11,p rotl'. 111111 ttlf~ 
JII",lIt .n 1Iu- nlk's ot tll.- ,111111" I .. ,::"; (,,,·f ......... 1:1'llf"rlll 
1II"n"u"'IU~nh: of II ... ~.lIrt "'vIII nrt· ::."" x r.u tl"t't nmJ l~ 
f~t hil:I> to Ill .. ,~'IIII1I!, 
"'h~ lUUlUlnlllHI wall,.. ff.,or". IllIInrtl. pnrUUfJnlt nnd 
dOOle nr~ of Cf"mf"ut l'OlU'rf'tt.o. rrhe hnlhllug 18 Imlctlenl. 
1), an hnmpnRP rot'k. rill and dr'·~Mt .. l ,yUh nrchlh'l·tllrnl 
Ofllamf"lIt on .he ollt~hJl- nlha IIIhlt.~l JUM1J.~ In th~ Curm 
ot fUHIIIM. l.'!le t'ntlr~ """rk WOII t"x€'eutt.'C.J tUul.·r the 
RIIII,.....lIl~ "YMt(tlD. ",hId. ronMjMt~ ot r("lnton.·IIIJ: the ("QII· 
(Tl"tfl' with t."elM twlt',,,,,1 (lUot;·t hnn.. or Io:r .. ·"t Mtr~n~\h. 
wblt.·h nr.o Illn«"tJ III I,rop.'r pohI1,.. [,oUI \'(>cUcalJy nod 
bortzontnlly. In tbe cuuer("tP. 
The "xv'rior oC the n,·w nlUn\.r ~uurt Sa Hpet!lnlly nt· 
trn rt h'",. 'flh~ ("f'IIC'f("te 18 ,lnildwd In A '·f!'C1 a. . U"raetor,' 
mnnn("r: IlOth 811100th nnd ruu~h &UrtnC('B are pnx1u('1~l 
with IM'rrf"'t ,,"f"1"f'''''. To jZh-.o th'" concr('te tbe :\pJH·ur· 
alln' ,.t rOIl~h drrtllil40fJ I'toll('. It JR Irone Oypr 'Wilh I'IU"U· 
math~ to-tl_. eS~l't on l,rnnlm'lIlaS and fine dn'''5cd wHrli:. 
wh .. rf" Inuu1 (~hlN'1 1:4 lUw,l. '1'11(" IIJlIH"ftrIlJU"t" J. N·' I,,,·r· 
tf'<"t ti&.llt til" tlltr.·r .. ru. ... IH·tw, .. ·" nntuml "ll,ue utlct lh~ 
rolK"r .. t(" ,,, hnNI1 ,Uflthu::uiflhnhl... The llnrs r("'lr~~·nl" 
Ina: the joints tt4.·twf'oe'n "'01,.-" nf(! lJuul,,' ht .thwluJ: .trJp~ 
of moMln£! Jhthll.r nnll ... ! tn th~ Inner ~ur("ee or th,' 
mold. Thf!'Y rna,. IN" ::urnuJ:N In "neb lnanOt'r n. d.·· 
.lrPtl. 8.ul of nny "hA'~ or 1117.(.' to .ult n.'1:'1ulr,·mcnt,.. The 
con<'TrtP lA th(tn nil ........ into tb~ mold. In the uAun' mnn· 
nl"r. "u.l when It Js fIIHUlcl"ouU.r '"'t the IIloltll n,..o rp. 
mov ... J. 'fhl .. I ... , n'R the 4.·u"cret~ UlArketl oa ,," It Imllt 
up wl1h .. tone. Th4!l nrmun~nlAl work. Wft. Imuln trum 
,)I".I"r mol~., nll.1 MI.'h pnn b .. hnbo.'Il.lrolln It th .. hnMl 
ot twisted "' ..... 1. ",bid .. nut only ",·r,.,.. to streflJ:thNI Jt. 
but nls .. afT"r,' " nu..,.ml ut ... "("urhIl: tll.- ornlunent tu the 
,,·s)) In n JJlo~t MtJlI(nt.'t'tr,' WRr. Tilt" IIh.llrpnesfl ot the 
4Jrtnll In orullult"ntnUun ut (lip .nollt elaborate d.~J;:n h. 
.II rl'flture or flip work UII Ihhl bulhllDl:. 'rhu rourt houRoP 
I. C.-oUI1PClM) It)· A c,'uu("rt-tc t\mltcl with the Jall. wbleb 
" .•• 1111,0, IJIIlJt Recordln;: tn the JtJllu;ome Iy.tew. 
All the contracts Cor tbe bulldlnl: o( tbe .. Ulln IIOW('r 
"latlon o( III" Pllla"ul'l1l1. !lrcK ..... port & CoooeU.,·lIIe. 
EI@('tfI<! IlallwAr, 10 I", .. ree\ ... 1 at N"w l11lyeo. Pn.. bn,'e 
beeo n".rdeo], II ... 140t <'Oolmet .:Irpo out 1",lolt Ilmt ( .. r 
tb@ bulldIJlIt". whlt·1I wo" J,:h·.'n tn JntO."" Rtp\\'nrt ,,\;; Co. 
of PlttwhufJ,:h. I-a. ,'hp t.'outnH't r"r fhe huUtlhu:H ('allA 
tor t"On'lplellnQ nlw-.ut .Iu .... , !!I •. 'l'h ... h\\\\.\\U1: \~\\ll~ \·u1\· 
.tructed ot hutr h .. h,'k n uti ", un". wit II n 5tt.'t"1 HUIN·r· 
tlltructu~. It will I ... 1::;' (t'f't I.,u". Jt)O tt"t"t wltlt' :UU) 
about :;0 t~t hl;.:b. tu("ludf'1' In th .. " f"tmtrnl"t tor hl'liht· 
Inc I. tJu" rou,.'ru(·IIt1" ur n lar::.· hrlck f(Ulflk,' MUlt'k. 
wbleb ".111 have /l oIlul/I"ler or J2 C,..,t. 11111\ wlil I.., ::,., 
(, ... 1 111;:11. Tlu' l'II!ItIlIl': will I .. • n I\\'10 ... ,urj· "'lnll·lUI'I~. 
w111.1 11II! l·X('I"!"l"u ul ,I:' (,,,'1; 1,IIt 1111011'1' Ih.· I,all,'r 11,,'I'e 
will he :t 1:': ('H,l IUUoi.'uH'nt lU l,n.,·",,- tiifa,'''' ror l·xtra 
lh,\\','r uilld.hlt"ry III lh,~ .·n·II' He 1111' llIt: .. "u:--., tll'llIJ! 
rUlllul lU."f'·"":Ir),. 'J'tlat part •• t Ih.1 '-"·'~HII.l lIullr hW;lh'1:1 
u\"'r ((, •• tK,U"r r("'II\. wh\"h wlU 'Pl" ~,·'tal·ul.~ {ruiU the 
11m III ,.11'111'1111',. 11,· tlll,·k Jlno wullM. wHi Ik' u~ .. 1 fur the 
"lul·:I&:',' ut ''''111. :;,. tilt' "ul ir.· "1I1'l'ly "'iII he li.opt liWi"t'. 
TIll" t'l~nll\u,1 u"h,.", wm :,1\ , .... h:\lllll,·,\ II)' Iu;u·hhuory. n" 
It Js ttl(" jntt!lItitm to iIiSlall1"l·l·ar.It~· 1,1;111110, fur 11I:lt I'ur-
A Southern California flon,,:. 
... ,,,. r.~'lh'n"'" Hr .\. c,~. Hurrn;..::," :t\ ,:,·,":H .. 1 .... ,·al.. 
will"', JIliN n'I",'lIlly t' ... ·" 1·,,1I11.1t·,,0I1. I ... 1.'I'It-:ll .,r I.,," 
......... I.11t uu,\' .. 'llll'ul IlIwunl .h.· .·IIU'""11'" iU11 tor •· ..... lly 
hum.· .. lu tlac ",mnJl.·r 1",,"11:40 ,,1' ~1I1l11h'rn ";I'ir"rllia. 
TJ", Bllrrtl~., n·si,It·.H ... ·, \\hil'lI is ... ilwllt·,1 un a l~h .. 11 ::~,o 
f .. l·l nlt,.\'c Iii ... IIiISlul'w,,", St't'U.,n ur flu' 10,,'11 :11111 ,',,\,'rl4 
Ullllr.'u or 1~"S x ... ~ CL~"t. 1M UUI,ld.·d aU"r tile ,,1.1 t'l.ri14-
U:UI'!"ll:1lab.h t;\)'(t! ur :\r,·hltlo(!l1\rc·. TLIt" hUll",.· h .. iu tluo 
("rill fI( lJu' ... ·tI.·r 1[. wllh tH\\"'rN wlll'n' II ... , ....... " I.ar 
j.,ill,. 1I11~ t \\'u Ml,It·,. ur tlJe JeUl'r. Til'· w:llb a ... • It( I,rkk. 
wilh a 1',,1\\11\1: ue w!.ile- t.."Cl1h'ul un \llIt hHl .. hh,. Th.~ fI",t 
i!4 lit r .... J tllln::. ..\ i..J('lUrd lllaz1.:1 tourruulltI!4 tl ... lauuN .. ' 
.trul .. ·r uJI ''In·t! Kh.k"!'J. 
'nil. maln eutnlll\~f •• whlt-h 1M 1111 ,lit, nllrlh ""hi .. , UpI'll'" 
Ilitu II l'"lIIllPliliu rt."l't'lllJun r.,oUl. willt I .. nat. 'I:,\·.·tw·ut 
!llItl 1J11Irni .. alnllll-"="'- In the h'utt·r .,C Uuo ,".,url Is a 
lunr .. lt. ',. ... ,1 clflltlllnln,: It fU1I1IInih "111'1'41111111 ... t II." JlH\\'· 
l·rN. 'J"he lllllf ..... .)' urulIlHI Uu' l'UUtt l ... "'''\II",l'ttO(I Ity h'u 
l,Ill'lr" ...,.C while llnllnn marhh-. .\Cl·('S~ th.· ('Hurt III 
Illf! ,·m.l wing nft! INlflnr ..... Irawin/: rU.~IIIM. 1I1'l':Ir),. i,i)· 
Uurtl roomo ,Unln;: room nn,I kU,,·h .. ·u" '1"hh, pun 'un ut 
It&t! lu.uliW I!I fiul.ihl"t.l In 113rt! \\'(HHI. wllh I,uIlJo'hf~1 oal, 
Huurs. rrll(" dIullig 1'00111 1M dr..·nlar 1II1t) I~ Jillb.h( .. ' In 
(·nr\, ... l ~!(\:lr..h:nD u'In.ho):uny. '1"'0 111£" rh:ht fir 11"a 1~'HllI·t. 
rufln ... 1 lJy the MOuth porl)u .. ,,( tllp 1"II('r 11. Is a Mwian .. 
mhl;: I~)(.I :.:-1 x :!.." f ... ·t In .. fl..·. Till" is KUl'ltli, .. 1 wllh 
1\·.lh·r frvm a f(>ti.t·r\~u'r l,ullt ull llip 'uplll' ret l.art or lIu' 
Lniltlhlg. ·rhh. rt'IM!f\'uir tllHt) RU11l1Ih'!'4 wnh·r thI'On:':\&llut 
Uu' hUII!>"-. 1I0w.'r a:nnJ.· .. M. ,~r. Un lilt' "t'("owl l1uor ut 
1114' huJldln:: nre the J,:'U('Kt c:lmmhl·r,c • .-Ix III Iltllnhl·r ..... , 
t-Uu.:th.-tl that thrlr door" OrH."tl un (h(> h:\lc .. ny ahu\·t· \he 
{'(JUri. ",.(" ",·n"nut,,· qU:1rtt'rt' IIfl' iu llll! fOxtr .. uu· wln;::04 
ot tl ... IUIII"<". 
Tlw l,ulhUuJ: 114 wln-d ('1)mpl .. h~ly for 1IlI" 1Ir4" or ,·It ... ·• 
Irkily nllll h, HIII,,,lIl,,1 willa (urU:J''t'14 In II ... 1':I~"lIh'lIl r"r 
!u'IllIm: ,tnrllO""·". J~yuu,~ J •• ·wl~ of 1('1I1allll ... w.'rf' JlI'· 
('onlrut:\oD. 'l'be tOlD.! ("ust I,t till" LuU.lhl~ W:I" $f~U.HUH. 
.\ HI'U .. DI:"'O hi nllOut tu hu _·r'· ... , .. l If" tI", \\., .... , ~~.h· Ln. 
:"cw "ork elty. whIch ",UI l .. t"IWf",. n 1l1I1U1H'r uf r:lIllt~r 
no\',,) ffOU.tur ..... l.~he INJlW'ut'lIt :11111 .. Ir,oct thorN ut 111te' 
IJrolNt:4(OCl fltnu·ture ,,*111 It(" 11..\·"",,\ tIt 1\ U\uro\1~I,I)' 
£-tluipl~..) "I:L),I .... Wavhu: l"IltrJlllt't'" (,11 tWit ~Irf't·t~. TIIt~ 
u("xt "tory. whlcb wHI 11(0 or t .. ,.."hh'rnl,h· hl!!"t. will It" 
nltPtl up :1" a A41ua.h nml teoU}M l'uurt, 1'\H' lJl'lH~r nUllrN 
will fflutl1ln n. teW' lI\'JuJ: ",,(tIUf' Rnd nl"'I' npartllJentK 
".tl1l'I, .. 1 tn 'hf' ('nt@'rtlllnhaJo: IIf 1 h,' J:'1I,''''tR "r I hlo o\\'III'r, 
J, ll~"r,. Slullh. whu I" nn '·nthn'n~ti .. · lIfjf/'O .. ·UHIIi niH) iN 
nhcu r:r .. ,ltly l .. tfOr("MtM) In JII:WY l,r:lUdWK tlr ,",Mlrt, liar· 
th'nlnrJy In fi,lJuftBh nud It.°.llliN. \\'l' Ullllt"r ... tulu) llmt 'hE!' 
huihUu): nlul IIJr toile u ..... " whldl 1t \fill rt'st 1'''·l,rt·· 
".-ut an h"·("lto1('1I1 of Il .. 'url)· halt n. mtlllun ,lunar". 
A (.·EU:DIUTF.:U ('ur6 on flu' ltuul£"uJrtl th,,. ltaUt'U14. 
l'artll. wltl tlhortly 1M' t"'ll~(t·rr,·,l iulu n ,·:thurl~t 011 Ih~ 
lhuoll ot illUMe or lllUlflllurt .. r, lind U lun·l°1t)'. In itH hew 
urrnru:.·UlI'ur. will I~ " ... 11.1111;': lIuur. "·h."u lhe luorf"rlll-
Rn .. o.e ,~ n"'~r Uu· whole nunr will 1"I\'fI}\'(~ :1111.1 tile ~U':lts 
IIlul Rhl~t' ",III ,IIMI1PItf'nr. a::h'hlJ,: Itln~~ to, ta"lt .. ~. chainl 
nut! tJlI~ UNlutl Jt./lr.lp)wrnnlla Clf It cn(C.. 
\\',,: ht\\"'~ \""'\ .... \0:<'\\ R \'\')I\'r "t \he "fnfj·t",,\hu:<.;, Itr \hto' On· 
1:lrJu .\mwcinlillil ot Ar4'l1Ih,,·I,. IhlM I .. ·ill:':: tilt" M·.'..,lIti :In· 
111IJII \'ululn4.- nlld l.tc'ourlng' d:lt.· ur I'~.·hrllnr'·. I!HI:!. TJu. 
UUl(,,,r ,,, eomvill."l frum ,h.· lUiIl1l11'" Itf III:' c't,lln'lIliulio 
1I1U1"'lIIhrll("I'" n ::r.on1 ,h·al tll:,t It' ur hltt""l't!ll to tlu- un:lJ.i· 
h .. '.lIntJ Itl·utt·SN'UU. 
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.. . :~"') .~ :.,. ". . '-. 
I JUST wish ~~ 11l~1I had t<, IIOu..-ke<'I'· in W ... iarm- lIour, Lroom .. 1lI01"' •• mu a. nUll\Ler oC lIusccllan.",U!< tWillC-". holJl!('S wey ha.ve plannet.l and ",ished otT OD poor farm Tho Ben"',,,,,1 l)(Jrch shoul<J, 1 Ihink, L" I'n,·I,,:«'<.I 'nth 
. womenl'''s,ud a. Carmer'. wif .. to me ",rarily. "I've liv..u gIat.I Cor willt"r; in .ulI,mer We sa>b co. .. I", ~L;';." (Jul. TII .. < 
in fannhoulMis 'planned-1Jr Illi.plaruu<l-by Illen Colks, aU porcb .... i11 make II. lUo.~ .,~cell~nL laundry: "I:.ti"""ry I.ul .. 
my liCe; I'm rotc I coul<l '1l1alify "" an eX""'n OD how 001 . t:lU 00 ...,t un<l~r UIC t. .. ll<rOO1ll wiudu .... , .. ".1 ".,,"cdc~1 to 
to plan a fann homeI" . the l)luml,iDIt "t " wry .",nll "XI.'''''''. . 
Now, I quite agree ,,;th her; not On<! man ill a thO\II!3DU . T Le ..... t of the fi .. 1,.t!our luyout n ..... l~ 110 rmnmeut. 
j~ capable oC plannWlC a ...... II~· worth .... hilp f~nuJ'oUO'e, unl...... The attic is unfini.hcU; but tl,,'ro i.· "'"1'1,. hI''''''' I" 
be ta.kcs !!Ollie wonmn'M advice. I'm showm!; you a b.nn- partition oil tun", very llOO<i heJroOlns, I",",d"" a .Iu"~ 
, house not 'planned by a ruall. A (Mnn WOIJl,Ul laid out tho room. 
fus\ floor, I'DCtly:lS you...., it; all I did was to put tho So much (or the plnll;nu ..... IdewwOrUgullOutU'"Luil.jillg 
pl&us in 8hape, and t1e.iltl, the exterior. . oi the house. . 
· F'Jl!!t. of all, let U~ look at the kitchen. ~·O" ami "n" I have 8up[lO"e<I thL- to h,wc Cramc walls, co\,o:r .. <1 wilh 
repm;ent the po.itiolbl of oil ... tovo and ranJ,.'ei "T" is a 100\"- stucro: tho (ramI.' tL~pLo....rus wo"ld nn.w,·r c'III:<lIy WL·lI. 
aLII.' table. ··S". is tl,e ';nk: it Iuut '. . III lIDV ,,·vellt. 1\'e 51",,,1.1 "I"',n's .Iocatl,c I"~ 
drain Iloanh at right a",II .. lt. A . Ito"",,' with chca.p IUlU1ICr, ,~"d cowr thi. 
single.Urnin bo:ml i... very iIlC"II- witb Luildillg pllper IH'(ure "f>f'lyill~ the cla(>. 
venient'; there is no place to l.oanhi tlois. will .nake the hmW' a ~rcat' 
st.sclc tJj., ditty .. poL. 8,1<1 <Ii.hes. . . denl more cOIniortablc, ill wiol('r, 
· ~ote;·p\e""" .. 'tliat there ito a an,1 :;ave IUJYwlo",,, fwIU 1Il t".AJ· 
double· windQI'l ov~.r the .ink, l~rCl'nt o( {uel. Wh .. re Il", rlilllatc 
looking out (rom the sid\! oC 1110 •• extra 001<1. it will I"')' to 1J>;C 
houae. . This is quite importallt; "'-'n,e lIOn oC iru<u1"ti,,;( f~k;,,, ill' 
- Mt3. Farmer cal) see ,,100 i~ rom- ~tea<l or j.L.t buildin.: l"'l~r: 
.. inl!: up ~'ro"d, ill.Lr ..... of merely "th"re are ",,~cral ROf,u /!Orts "n tloo 
watching & flock' of .barp-toro IlIllrkct. On" typ<' is m:wc ,,( 
bella scratcb boles ill a frow!!), wood fibr<', loo. .... nc'<i "I' like ",".1; 
baclr:'Y:Ud.·· . . ~ "I"" anothe, is .un .. ~fiI,rc, p""'<c.1 ill(o 
· "D •. \\·.'~i.!adulll~wniteropen- _ .{ shc ... (~ T ... ""ll ... r .urls ar" IIlIulo 
ing from botb kitchen and <lining Do"'" .. ,. 1",,", Il" bto .. " (.f >ea-gra,.i :'IId hair-Celt, rl"'J><."~ 
• roolXl, and running d"wa tu the • .... 11' ..... ,~ 1l"1 ti\'rly. 
eeIlar. . Thc.;e vari,III." CaLric~, I>y the 
The' brcnkInst nook needs no way, will kerp out heaL j •• ,t a.< 
leCOllIIDcndation from mt': thou- well as cold; they 'Ul' oft"n IIN!<I 
!!linda of faml WO"'''" kllow lou... . l'O"''' to line tI,~ "('ililll':' of l>un;:;1I"",!! 
convenient it is. '11 ... ". i. a cupLoanJ bet",..... and story-and.".balf huu,,'~. AII,I tIL,'y "'urlv 
the ltiuben and uining f<)l)m, with u"o~ do cool off a h"t attic "',IlI! . '. . 
opening to both r<ooms. Thi~ is extra ,on- Jw;t a ftw final worU~ "hout the ('Olor of 
venient; wlIShell tli.;hrs may be put in here Ihi, hOI ..... 
from tho kitchen, and ul.. .. n <olt Crom eithe, If we u"'" 'Illooth, \\'00<1<'11 .illinl':, 1rt us 
dining room or kitchen, ns tI,.:'), happen to he wantcU. paint the wnll. whit ... : iC r"u~h .idlnl1; or ,Iliude .... st:lin t1iem 
There is anothf'r f"rm oj ellv1.)""I., ""lIleUm"" u,...,u in wwte or. .ilwr-l1;rny. l:\a.h. porch ""huIlI'. :lIId .i",ilar 
such place!; it ('I"I.,;"ts oC :I kitchen tln.,.,.,'r nnu a diuing trim" white; ,butl~"", pl'\IIt.iJoxt'O. ~nl.le L·"mic., •• blu" or 
room bulTet, bnilt'h"ck to back. ~ij.lin~ p"nl'l~ flennit ~Ie olive-grcen. I r.ltLcr pre(", hluc-:I rich ultratn~rinc ,hade: 
bouoewiCc to p~ .... ",<'al_, "',11,,1 <Ii.! ...... , .·te., Ibro. it ortands tI.e ",~athcr well. 
Some ""omen ""ill ''''nnt. the J1:l.nlry; otht·rs will not. fE!iLor", Not.: l\'f" enD rUTIli .. ,. blUe-prIDf. 0' 11I4!' I.ouw> (,,.. $.:! I"r U1'. 
PersOnally, I would l'".f'~r to "Iud, it; u. ... ing the l\"aU",*p300: \. ""ntc to F~ FAit .. r .. SuN .... ,,("'l Fa.nuillil. D .... ),lull •••• h.l ..... ~ ~n~ 
wb:en: the Jl3ntry d(,.,r II"W i.~ to r:;et LL kitehen·CA1iuc~ or :::~w.C::t:""~.!;~:~II,~::'==;~~~;d~J",\~=,;:r=;:!,~u;~=, 
builHD dl'f'tlsc!. Then a verr Juuch ~mnJlcr pantry mldt~ to ."a' J'OW lom.J C<lrMLtiou. It. may tab. ,u'~k \If taon 0.1")." for tb plau 
be b~t. opelUllg from the l""cil, to hold ext.r:L barrel~ 01 14 'oaeb ~ .. I 
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Article Three: 
Guaranteed Building Plans 69 
A two-slory square built farm house_ It i. 37 by 32 fe el 8 inche., excJu.ive of the fronl porch. We can furnish 
complete blue-print<d working plan. and typewritten specifications for only $10.00 per 8<1_ Blue-print. con.ist 01 
b~semtnt pJan: roof plan; first and second floor plans; front. rear. two s~de elevations: wan s«tions. and all necessary 
d<t.il.. Specificalion. consi.t of twenty-two pa,e. of typewtitten matt.r. When ordering, ask for Pe.ign No. 66:H. 
Squa.re Built F:'lrm House «":leI! mall tna~' h;an~ ... 'f'(,aratc t.°up!Jn,:J.r11 mouern Ill!cessity on the Caun. 
lIe're' WtO h;1\'c a filII hn,· .. lory ,'uun-
try hou",,'. 37 h)' J.! h, h ill, in "iI", 
inclndinl{ Iht" prnjt-cti.m at Iht" hack, It 
i, sqnare fruitt aile) is cnvl"n:,1 ,dlh a 
hip roof, The plan is de'~iJ,:Ot:el t'''\N!-
ri .. lIy for tht" farm, F:lrm hnn .. ,"" ,liITt'r 
fnlm town hnn.o;(', in f11;tfl)· rc:"p('('t", 
Tht'v arr IlIIilt (t)r htlsillt,~~ ;I!\ w('11 3~ 
{lIr . rc,ielcnce' fJurpo ... t"~. hilt thf' l'om-
fot"t! nf hume arc Utlt tn IIC "\~u:ril,cctl 
In a("comll1lMbll' hn"inl'''IIi. 
This p1an is ;lrralll-:'(',1 In "(,t'P tilt" 
(:lfo) work in lilt' nar ~.) (;Ir 3~ l"I'§~i"!C!'. 
I";nilll( lite froll' of 111f' 1 ... II .. t· to f.lll1il,. 
l'omrnrt .:1.wl !<tM'ial,itHv. Tht·rl· i, a 
Wifl~ rf':lr t'ulranc.- til Iht" cdr'lr 1,,'c;"III"(' 
a farm h,.I"t' (dbr i., 111", ,",,~l im[M,rt' 
anf part n( 'he hntllliC, Till" ,'rllar ('n" 
trant'f' ~hn"l,l h~ W1{tt". with ""'y ('"on-
('nit;! c.t4.'f'S It':\din~ (town t,,~ :\ 4- (out 
,lonr. flnl1 .. rlu,141 sal',,!i,'" in III,. cnUII" 
try art' rrfwi.lcl) ill wh.,1.· .. :ll(' 'Iuanlitil· ... 
~o Illal r,It·II(\' of .. tflra1.:l' i~ ft·fluin·,1. 
an.1 it !'lu,u"1 hf~ ("Of II. if not col,l. Fur 
th" r~a,\on f:lrm cdl:tr~ ~hOHM ht· f'3f~ 
li1iflfH.',1 HIT into f"flO1p;lrlnU"l1h ill flftl.:r 
til l':lv(" r'"Hne ror .liff,"rrllt ,"lrrwl~"~' 
Thf" floor ,,1:10" of 111i!t h,-,,,'O(" !<ohow 
('1')'l\'f·ni(·II'·f:~ f,-.r (arm lid!,. , .. ,Ih .. II Ihr 
t~"t ;\lvl ",('("'I.ttfl "'Info;.. On tllf' tir .... t 
floor is ;1 w;l .. hu .. Ini \\oi,h 1. ".I.;,'rc:, co Ih:lf 
("r Iti~ C'~lra d,*.hinJ{. .-\11 (.arm hancl, The rfK)rns I1pstairs inrenrkd for I"~ 
hke ttl h~v'l' a 1'l;u;c tu ""\"I' th ... ;r \m;,n family are in the front part o( the hOH~t:. 
lH'lnn~inJ.!'s uncler lock. 2",1 Il,er lik .. t(, an,1 "I"U'(' for farm ht1r in the ruom :l1 
han" a ,,·001(orl",1.1(" place '0 ,,":I,h. Th(" lilt:' IIr.1I1 of rile 11:lrk ~13ir, III fact. 
(lM·(a,1ti'-"H~',1 pb" nl w3~hin~ in a tin 
I,:, .. in un OIl I,,"IIch ncar tht- r"mr' m:lY 
11f;"\·er ).::0 out uf fa,hinn on farm, in hot 
,,·t·:.I",'r. 1'111 ("r ahurll lIil1~ rnonth .. in 
tit,. y,. .. r 3 "Ilt'ci:ll \\"3:\hroorn prll\"i.h·,1 
with hot an(1 coM ",:th'r on ':I(l i~ a 
Iherr arc two 'K'(trvom~ uf'stain ,hat 
m:1y he us('d (or Ihe hd" whc:n nt'\:C's· 
'OiIiTY. lr:1VinL! the' Ihm Ihtair" hr,1rMm 
~Hlil the two (r .. 111 h",lrnum'l and Ihf 
ul, .. t;ain halh runm fflr thC' (;utnrr ami 
hi" family. 
Arrangemenl of Farm House. Sin 37 ft. by 32 fl. 6 in. 
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Article Four: 
Farm House of Cosy Bundalow Design 
~ISr. ROO.\l'" ARR .. \NOKO 'V'Ttl tU·Ef'IAt. REt"Eft,F..SC;Y. TO 1"'.\1\)1 sr:r.n!l 
The great ad"antage of the room :trrangement 
shown in this 1110del (armhotl'e lies in the fact that 
the li"in~ 'Inarters and living' rooll1S of the family are 
separated irom the rooms that arc \I~ed by the hired 
help, Thi. arrang-el11cnt applies both to the tirst al\(l 
,econd Iloor~, This idea was recent"· brotl/:ht into 
prominence hy the ~Iinne~ota State C~lt~~t for prize 
farlll h'lu,e (Iesi~ns. I;:'~ch dc~i~n had tl) incorporate 
this arrall!-:C1l1t"l1t in ~nJnc w3y. 
Frol11 the I,ack porch the cntrance leads to a wash 
room where the m"n coming' in from thdr work can 
clean lIf', wi:h')lIt !:,oing into the: kitchen ~n,l inted"r-
inl:' with the cooking', It is nol necessary for the 111"11 
to ;':0 intn the kit('hen at :III, as Ihey can /:,0 .Iireclly 
to th" .Iining r(IOI11 from the wash room. ,\ case i< 
I'ro"i,le<l in which the: men can hang their outsi,le 
work d'llhcs. 
Two (,,'<lrOI)1115 :Ire provided for the help on the 
<e('nll,! t\r.-or, Tht'se can he shnt ofT from the n,,,t of 
the 1I1',wirs hy c1osin~ one door in the lar~e tIC,lr,,"", 
that 1",,,ls to the hack hall, The family occup)' the 
other three ro.-,"" on t!tis Iloor and ,,'a('h them hy the 
front 'tair., while the back rooms are rea<'llCll h)" tlte 
hark staiT<, 
On the tirst floor one of the back ('orners of the 
hothe is fillc') "I' as a farm office-I he brmcr< prj,'ate 
room for the tran'actiml of the farm husiness, In 
these days oi ~cientific farming. the I;nessing systelll is 
:IS useless as it \W,,,I<I he in any other kind of Iousines., 
There lIlust he filin~ systems an,1 records that are klopt 
on co"ts am) all the "arious other .\ctail, of a hu,i-
ness, The iarm "fli,'e is 1000ate,I sO that the own"r or 
ntana~er can sce all the Intihlinf.:' (rom this roUIII tllm 
the windows un the three sides, 
~ 
u~txCJiI"Ttl> 
The kitchen an<l .Iinin;: (I.'1Il are connected by 
don hie f,)ldin~ .I'",rs which can he opene,1 s.) that the 
table can he stretdlc,l away ottt long anll place' I he-
tWl'cn these rooms at lhrc,hin~ time, si!o fJllinl:'. or 
for the bil-( Thal\k,gi\'in;: ,Iinnl'r, when all the f •• lks 
are home, 
A featnre of the hasemcnt arran~ement is the larl:e 
space that is pro"i,kd in one corner for the storage 
of fruits and \'l"~clahlcs. This is ptaced ,,\\'a~' fr .. m 
the fnrnace alII I Ih" laUllllry slOve. and is shut otT with 
a solid masonry \\"all. 
In ('x\eriOT ,Iesi~n this farm house follows the POPIl-
lar bung:,lo\\, styl('-hro,,,1 and low, \\,dl.lig:hte,1 and 
comfortahle, ~~c:tTllATOIt NU.5T txTI:HD A~Oit. 
HIGI!f:.5T POItIT or ROOF. 
I1A~1I01.t foR. 
C"' rG'N" TANK ~r'~--'"" 
0f.!:=~~ 
[
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--I 
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APPENDIX 2: SOURCES OF FARMHOUSE PLANS 
"A Country Home of Dutch Colonial Design." American Builder (February, 
1918): Plate 16. 
"A Farm Cottage at Locust Valley." Building Age (November, 1919): 
351-352. 
"A Farm Cottage with Seven Rooms." Building Age (August, 1919): 
247-248. 
"A Farm House for $1,000." Building Age (May, 1917): 153-154. 
"A Farm House for a Small Family." The Building Age (July, 1916): 
29-33. 
"A Farm House of the Cottage Type." Building Age (November, 1916): 
34-37. 
"A Farmhouse of the Cot tage Type." Building Age (Octo ber, 1919): 
572-575. 
"A Good Country Home." Successful Farming (September, 1912): 52. 
"A Model Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder (August, 1911): 
49. 
"A Modern 5 Room Bungalow and Garage." American Builder (Febuary, 
1918): Plate 13. 
"A Nobby Bungalow." Successful Farming (December, 1912): 18. 
"An American Farm Home." Building Age and National Builder (July, 
1927): 88-89. 
"Attractive Bungalow Farm Home." American Builder (April, 1921): 99. 
IIAttractive Farm Home with Floor Tile Details." American Builder (May, 
1920): 103-104. 
Bell, John G. "A Good Modern Farm Home." Successful Farming 
(September, 1912): 42. 
"Blue Prints of a Nine-Room Stucco House." American Builder (October, 
1919): 94, sheets 1-3. 
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"Blue Prints of Farm Home and Three Associated Buildings." American 
Builder (November, 1918): 33-36. 
Brinkloe, William Draper. "A Modern Farm Home." Successful Farming 
(May, 1912): 20,24. 
Brinkloe, William Draper. "Enlarging the Farm Home." Successful 
Farming (July, 1916): 9. 
"Business Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder (August, 1915): 
49-51. 
"Cement Block Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder (November, 
1913): 65. 
"Comforts and Conveniences for the Farm Home." American Builder 
(February, 1920): 115-117. 
"Competition in Farm Houses." Carpentry and Building (April, 1902): 
87-92. 
"Competi tion in Farm Houses." Carpentry and Building (May, 1902): 
107-111. 
"Competition in Farm Houses." Carpentry and Building (June, 1902): 
143-146. 
"Country House with Circle Porch." American Carpenter and Builder 
(March, 1915): 62. 
"Curb Roof Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder (August, 1915): 
51. 
"Design for a Farm House." Carpentry and Building (February, 1905): 
53-55. 
"Design for a Modern Farm Home." American Builder (July, 1919): 56. 
"Designs for Farm Houses." Carpentry and Building (September, 1901): 
259. 
"Design for Modern Farm Horne." American Builder (February, 1920): 
112-114. 
"Distinctive Farm Home with Dumbwaiter Details." American Builder 
(January, 1921): 104. 
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"Don't Neglect Farm Home." American Builder (February, 1921): 89. 
"Dutch Colonial Farmhouse." American Builder (July, 1918): 39. 
Edgemar, William. "Fresh Air for the Farmhouse." Successful Farming 
24 (February, 1926): 34. 
Edgemar, William. "Plans for a Convenient Farm Cottage." Successful 
Farming 22 (December, 1925): 26. 
"Elegant Modern Country House." American Carpenter and Builder (March, 
1915): 51. 
"Farm House of Cosy Bungalow Design." American Carpenter and Builder 
(February, 1916): 86-88. 
"Farmers Want Modern bungalows." American Builder (February, 1919): 
57-60. 
"Farmhouse with a Sewing Room." Successful Farming 21 (February, 1924): 
30. 
Gordon, John B. "A Bright, Cheery Farm House." Successful Farming 21 
(December, 1924): 20. 
Gordon, J. B. "A Farm House Planned by a Farm Woman." Successful 
Farming 22 (October, 1925): 32. 
Gordon, J. B. "A Practical Farmhouse." Successful Farming 20 (October, 
1923): 17. 
Gordon, J. B. "A Practical Home for the Farm Family." Successful 
Farming 22 (March, 1925): 32. 
Gordon, J. B. "A Small, Roomy Farmhouse." Successful Farming 21 
(April, 1924): 30. 
Haines, D. A. "A Model Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder 
(April, 1913): 49-50. 
Hawkins, J. H. "A Semi-Bungalow with Plenty of Room." Successful 
Farming 24 (November, 1926): 28. 
Hawkins, J. H. "Convenience and Comfort Combined." Successful Farming 
24 (July, 1926): 13. 
Hawkins, J. H. "Designed for the Farm Family." Successful Farming 25 
(January, 1927): 30. 
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Hawkins, J. H. "Insuring Your Family's Comfort." Successful Farming 
25 (May, 1927): 13. 
Hawkins, J. H. "One Floor That Is Just Right." Successful Farming 25 
(February, 1927): 32. 
"How About Plans." Successful Farming (March, 1913): 66. 
Martini, E. A. "An Economical Farm Home." Building Age and National 
Builder (April, 1927): 198-200. 
"Model Design of Minnesota Farm House." Building Age (March, 1915): 
38-39. 
"Modern Farm Home with Sewage Disposal Details." American Builder 
(October, 1920): 108. 
"Modern Farm Home with Water Supply System Details." American Builder 
(August, 1920): 80. 
"Modern Roomy Farmhouse of Attractive Appearance." American Carpenter 
and Builder (April, 1916): 46. 
Nussbaum, Mrs. Walter F. "We Plan to Remodel." Successful Farming 25 
(October, 1927): 78. 
"Plans for Farm House." Carpentry and Building (August, 1901): 207. 
"Plans for Farm Houses." Carpentry and Building (October, 1901): 258. 
"Plans No. 85." Successful Farming (October, 1912): 62. 
"Repairing and Modernizing the Farm Home." American Builder (February, 
1918): 80-81, 172. 
Revis, Mrs. W. W. "The Ideal Farm House For My Family." Successful 
Farming 25 (September, 1927): 26. 
Russell, George L. "A Farm Home Planned by a Farmer." Successful 
Farming 22 (April, 1925): 28. 
"Seven-Room Modern Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder (July, 
1915): 43. 
"Square Built Farm House." American Carpenter and Builder (February, 
1915): 69. 
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Stadelman, J. G. "Farm Building Plans." Succesful Farming (January, 
1911): 26, 30. 
"Story and a Half Farm Bungalow." American Builder (February, 1920): 
130. 
Stovall, Dennis H. "A Good Bungalow for $900." Successful Farming 
(July, 1912): 12-13. 
Stovall, Dennis H. "A Low Priced Bungalow for the Country." Successful 
Farming (May, 1913): 32. 
Stovall, Dennis H. "Plans for a Farm Bungalow." Successful Farming 
(January, 1912): 40. 
"The Farmhouse Design." American Builder (February, 1917): 71-72. 
"The Ideal Farm Home." Building Age (July, 1929): 44-46. 
"This is Just a Farmhouse." Successful Farming 20 (November, 1921): 
14. 
Toellner, C. H., Jr. "Nine-Room Farm Home for $3600." American 
Carpenter and Builder (October, 1913): 67-68. 
Wylie, W. S. "Design for a Farm House." Carpentry and Building 
(January, 1902): 17. 
Zeller, Mrs. Fred. "My Dream Home." Successful Farming 25 (December, 
1927): 64. 
